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A tianta:

The Dirt That

Won't

Wash

The August 17 arraignment of
suspect Wayne Williams on two counts
of murder in the cases of Atlanta's slain
81ack youth was designed to accentuate
the lies developed at the time of this
man's arrest and even before it. While
Fulton County sheriffs boasted in the
hallway, "We don't really expect trou
ble, but we're ready for anything," the
170 spectators, half of them journalists,
were forced to submit to metal detector

searches before entering a courtroom
literally ringed with heavily-armed
police. In the simple legal procedure
that followed, Williams pled "not guil
ty to both counts."

The arrest and indictment of
Williams has been a real coup for the
authorities, who were desperately seek
ing to put an end to the massive
outrage, debate and struggle that have
swept the country in the wake of the
hideous Atlanta murders. It could truly
be said that the whole world was watch

ing. with millions condemning both the
murders and the authorities.

And now. the madness is supposedly
over, the police supposedly have "their
man." The suspect is Black to boot. We
are told to reassess all those nasty
theories that national oppression had
anything to do with the murders.
Williams might even be responsible for
a few more than two; the FBI has con
tinued to insist over the summer that

Williams is "good for at least 14." Case
losed—except, of course, for the trial.
The idea here is to focus attention ex- •

clusively on Williams, to absolve of
ficialdom of the myriad lies,
coverups and contradictions that have
marked events in Atlanta from- the
beginning and that have led many to
believe that the murders/were at least
encouraged—if not directly
organized—in high places. The
Williams case itself is murky. Williams'
involvement—whether he is being com
pletely set up, is actually mixed up, or
both—may clear up in weeks to come.
But whatever the case may be with
Williams, the authorities are literally
dripping with muck, some of which we
intend to rake presently. The state has
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UissHe Misses U.S. Spy
Plane Over North Korea

On Augusi 26, North Korean gunners
apparently fired off a surface-io-air
missile that exploded within several
miles of a U.S. SR-71 super-spy plane.
Not surprisingly, the U.S. immediately
claimed that the SR-71 was in "interna

tional and Sourh Korean air space."
However, when asked to pinpoint the
location of this incident, these same of
ficials have refused to say a word. And
when asked what the plane was doing
there (wherever "there" is exactly),
presidential advisor Edwin Meese
answered, *' Flying.'' Ncverl heless,
there was one accurate statement made

by the U.S. in regard to this incident:
they described the spy-plane's trek as a
"routine mission." After all, commit
ting acts of imperialist aggression is cer
tainly "routine" for the U.S.
For years prior to the most recent in

cident, the North Korean government

has been protesting the continuous
violation of its air space by U.S. spy-
plaiies. Less than a month ago. North
Korea announced that there had been
nineteen such incidents .since .lune 19

alone. And of course, no one can forget
notable "routine missions" of the past
either. Like the Puehlo spy-ship that
was captured in North Vietnam waters
in 1968, whereupon the U.S. sent a
naval task force, including three air

craft carriers, into the Sea of Japan. Or
the 1969 incitient. where a Navy EC-i21
spy-plane was shot down over the
North Korea mainland; the U.S.
responded to the latter one with six air
craft carriers, the battleship New
Jersey, three cruisers and sixteen
destroyers rushing into the Sea of
Japan, the Yellow Sea and all other
waters surrounding North Korea, while
land-based combat aircraft were rapidly
tlown to the south from Vietnam. Or
the 1977 incident when a U.S. Army
helicopter flew across the demilitarized
zone, and was shot down by North
Korean gunners.

But, as noted, U.S. aggression into
North Korean air space has been
escalating in both intensity and fre
quency as of late. Due to North Korea's
strategic location bordering both China
and the Soviet Union and equally close
to Japan as Cuba is to the U.S.. check
ing out the scene in North Korea has
become a crucial pan of the U.S. war
preparations. And the SR-71. with its
ability to fly three times the speed of
sound at 78,(X)0 feet, seemingly offers
the best way to find out all the
necessary military details without get
ting caught. Not coincidcnially, the
proximity of North Korea to the Soviet
Union also offers po.ssibiliiies for some

quick incursions by the speedy SR-71 to
find out even more important details.
Continuous flights over North

Korean territory also have another pur
pose. They serve as a memory-jogging
bludgeon to any who might have
forgotten that the U.S. is firmly com
mitted to its South Korean neo-cotonial

outpost in the region. This same point
was made by the visit of the U.S.*
fascist puppet Chon Doo Hwan to
Wa.shington last January, the first
meeting of a foreign head of state with
President Reagan; it was further
underlined by Reagan's pledge thai (he
39,000 U.S. troops stationed in South
Korea would stay there permanently,
and the offer to Chon, of as many F-16
fighters as he wished. The continuous
incursions into North Korean air space
reiterate that the good old U.S. takes
care of ils fascist puppets, as long as
they remain useful to ils purposes. This
is an important communication to
those, like Libya's Muammar Qaddafl,
who have been growing close to the
Soviets of late (of course, last week's
communication wa.s somewhat more

direct), and to those like North Korea's
Kim II Sung, who have tried to steer
more of a "middle course" between the
two superpower blocs—even showing
signs of adopting position.s more

favorable to the U.S. on some questions
recently, in this light, the most recent
incident is yet another U.S. cowboy at
tempt to stick it to the Soviets in
preparation for the big shoot-oui—and
to take advantage of the fact that cur
rent Soviet "difficulties" in
Afghanistan and Poland make it more
difficult for them to frame an ap
propriate response in this region.
Of course, all this requires some

tough talk as well—and as has become
the pattern lately, the cowboys let it all
hang out in their, most rabid, style.
After a day of consultations to make
sure that the wording had precisely the
right inflection, the State Department
issued a statement calling the North
Korean missile firing an "act of
lawle.ssncss which constitutes a viola

tion of international law." How dare

ihcy interfere with our "legal right" to
invade their territorial air space? But
never fear, the U.S. will continue to
uphold "international law." The State
Department spokesman added: "We
will continue to fly such missions and
will take whatever steps are necessary to
assure the safety of bur' pilots and
planes." □

AIRSPACE? SCHMAIRSPACE—THIS IS IMPERIALISM!
Two stories releasetd by U.S. authoritie.s, separated by enough time that they hope no one will notice, expose
.st^mcthing of the real politics behind the recent well-publicized incident with Libya (and the one with North
Korea).

200 Miles
"Hampton. Virginia. Nov. 9, 1980. Russian bombers strayed closed enough to the

U.S. coasiline twice in September to cause the launching of jets from Langley Air
Force Base lierc to intercept them, lite Air Force says.

"The supersonic F-106 I'ighiefs were launched from Langley Sept. 18 and again
Sept. 24 as the prop-driven Bear botnbcrs. prowled 200 miles off the Virginia coa.st,
jit.st outside U.S. airspace.

"It was the fi rst time since 1977 that Russian bombers had strayed dose enough to
scramble l.anglcy's F-106s for an intercept. 'They're consiantly out there, probing our
air defciise.s.' said l.ieut. Col. Don Carson, an operations ofnccr.

"The 155-l'ooi Bear bombers, equipped with 23-millimeier guns and electronic in
telligence gear, rouiinciy fly between Cuba and the Soviet Union on a course over the
North Pole and along the East Coast.

"Langley officials have not determined why the two flights of the Soviet bombers
came so dose to the coast, although the September 24 flight co-incidcd with a United
Staic.s Navy cxcrci-se in Ihe Atlantic.

"In one of Ihe Intercepts, the Langley jets followed two Ru.s,sian bombers off the
coast for 4(1 minutes.'' lariiclc repriiiieU infullfrom New York Times, Nnv. 10, 1980)

"About" 25 Miles
After loudly denouncing the "madman Qaddafi" for "outrageous air space

claims" (first the U.S. said Libya claimed 200 miles, then they said il was 12 miles in
cluding the Gulf of Sidra), the U.S. has continually refu-sed to pin down exactly where
the Libyan planes were shot down. However, Ihe New York rZ/nw report on the press
conference aboard the U.S.S. Nimitz .stated:

••Some i.ibvan aircraft ilying toward this area (the announced area of the
maneuvers—/e HO were apparently inier.ceptcd by American aircraft far closer Id the
I ibvan coaM than has lililierio been disclosed. Last week, the Defense Department
said thai numerous Libyan aircraft had been intercepted, but until today it had never
eiven an cxaci figure. • , ,, -i ^ •

•• •Ahout the closest wc came in any instancc.s would have been 25 miles to incir
coast." said Rear Adm. James E. Service, commander of ihcSixth Fleet's battle force,
who commaiulcd last week's exercise Irom Ihe Niniii/.
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Misratah
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25 miles from the
ma/n/and.

LIBYA

1 FOttet

Air Force F-4 Phantom intercepting a Soviet TU-95 reconnaissance plane
over the Atlantic last year.

U.S. naval maneuvers,
1981
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EVICTION OF BLACK SQUATTERS
DOESN'T GO DOWN EASILY

1,000 ATTACK
SOUTH AFRICAN
PARLIAMENT BUILDING

At the crack of dawn on August I9th
a mile-long convoy of buses, trucks and
police vehicles manned by hundreds of
heavily-armed South African riot police
set out from a Capetown police station
bound for a squatters' camp in the
Nyanga Crossroads area just outside of
Capetown. After setting up an armed
perimeter the police and their attack
dogs rampaged through the camp for
the next four .hours, tearing down the
makeshift, wooden' and plastic-bag
shelters. Over 2,000 squatters were ar
rested. Following the arrests, heavily-
armed police remained in the camp to
prevent a re-occupation by other squat
ters and to burn the remains of the
shelters and the meager belongings of
the squatters. Within a day, all but
seventy of those arrested had been
charged under a new apartheid law
dealing with "illegal immigrants" and
were summarily deported to Transkei,
the so-called homeland over 400 miles
away.

Coming at a time when the U.S. im
perialists (and others in the West) and
their South African junior partners are
fond of painting to the positive moves
towards "reform apanhcid" under the
enlightened administration of Prime
Minister F.W. Botha, these latest evic
tions and deportations, as well as other
recent events, are quite revealing. Not
only do they expose all talk of "reform
apartheid" as a glaring farce, but more,
they are indicative of the increasingly
tenuous and difficuh political situation
facing the South African rulers and the
U.S. in Southern Africa. Only a year
ago, F.W. Botha was forever stating
that apartheid had to be reformed if the
South African ruling class was to pre
vent a revolution (of course, Botha's
reforms were never meant to be more
than cosmetic changes in petty apart
heid like desegregating 5-star hotels
and park benches), and in 1979 South
Africa's Minister of Black Affairs,
Ficter Koornhof, stated in Washington,
D.C. that "apartheid is dead." Today,
however, the apartheid rulers are
whistling a different tune. At the recent
opening of South Africa's parliament, a
meeting which was suppos^ to rock the

country with news of reform, Botha
declared his undying support for all of
(he fundamerital principles of old time
apartheid and white domination in
South Africa. And Koornhof announc
ed the formation of a committee to
study the "swamping" and "over
crowding" of South African whites in
urban areas by black.s. Using Capetown
as an example. Koornhof pointed to the
fact that "when 90,(XX) blacks have to
cross the same bridge with 1,000 whiles
every day, unpleasant incidents can oc
cur. It can be (hat it may be a solution
for each to have his own bridge.. .In in-
terests of good order." While the Mew
York Times and Washington Post
would have us believe that Botha has
"suddenly abandoned reform" in a
desperate attempt to win back 200,000
alienated Afrikaaner voters, in reality
tightening up entrenchment of apart
heid under Botha has much more to do
with "the interests of good order" and
preventing revolution, particularly in
the context of quickening developments
toward world war. As far as the U.S. is
concerned, it wholeheartedly supports
any move by South Africa to stabilize
the internal situation, in fact, in
response to the squatter evictions, the
U.S. effectively killed even the slightest
attempt to slap South Africa's wrists
when it refused to join a French-
initiated "official protest" against the
evictions from the Diplomatic Corps in
South Africa. To the U.S.. a stable,
pro-U.S. South Africa is the linchpin in
attaining their strategic goals in south
ern Africa.

The deportation of the squatters and
the armed demolition of their camp was
the culmination of a month-long battle
waged against a fundamental principle
of apartheid rule: the declaration that
the Azanian people are "foreigners" in
white SouihAfrica and have absolutely
no rights, politically or otherwise, out
side of the barren and remote reserva
tions, euphemistically referred to as
homelands. In commenting on the
squatters evictions, Koornhof clearly
disclosed the real concern and the

political essence of the question when
he ranted and raved about "an organiz

ed campaign to wreck influx control"
and whined about squatters retprning
from their deportation to the Transkei
"giving the black power salute and
singing freedom songs."

Under apartheid the masses of black
people have been assigned to citizenship
in one of 10 "hqmelands" or ban-
tustans. Consequently they have been
declared "foreigners" and "temporary
sojourners" in white South Africa (i.e.,
in 87% of the country). Under the laws,
all blacks must remain in their assigned
homelands and are allowed to enter
"white" areas only when they can prove
that they have a job and housing and
therefore are legally qualified for
rwidcnce in white areas. Even then
however, blacks must either commute
back to their homeland or reside in
specially assigned townships. And
within that, some blacks are arbitrarily
assigned a longer term resideiice
qualiricaiion (although to emphasize
their "temporary sojourner" status no
black is permitted to own land or homes

in a white area and instead they are given
long-term leases that can be broken by
the government at any time), while
others are allowed to, remain in the
white areas only so long*?s the contracts
for their labor in the mine or industry
la.si. These blacks, referred to as
"migrant workers," are required to
leave the white areas and return to their
assigned bantustans at least once a year.
To emphasize their temporary status,
these workers are not allowed to bring
their families out of the homelands and
are required to live in single-sex hostels
for as long as they reside in the urban
area, sometimes for as long as 10 years.'
In 1970, 60% of the black men
ernployed in the urban industries were
migrant workers, 5% were commuters
from nearby bantustans and 35% of the
black women employed in urban areas
were migrants or commuters. Once a
migrant worker loses his job he is not
allowed to remain in the urban area
longer than 72 hours.
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Bourgeoisie Digs in at Diabio
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission

(NRC) delayed for one more week (he
star! of low-power operaiions ai the
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, a
plant constructed on top of an earth
quake fault. The NRC is on very shaky
ground politically, as indicated by plans
to bring in up to 10.000 state and local
police and California National Guard
to deal with the blockade being organiz
ed by anti-nuke forces. The decision to
start- low-power operation of the reac
tor is obviously being made (and
delayed) at high levels.

Nearly every hotel room in the town
of San Luis Obispo is now rented out to
police and security agencies or to the
media. Police have been seen .stopping
and questioning cars on the highway
near the reactor. The reactor itself is

guarded like the war room at the Pen
tagon.

An inside source at the reactor

described the elaborate security precau
tions: two barbed wire fences surround
the reactor complex, one inside the
other, with guard dogs in between the
two fences, inside that is a microwave
detection device (like a series of
phtoelectric cells) which sets off a silent
alarm when crossed. The alarm alerts

the guards. These are Pinkerions, who
are everywhere, some carrying rifles
and wearing bullet-proof vests, some

pacing back and forth on an outdoor
overhead catwalk.

Getting into the plant complex re
quires having a low-level security
clearance, going through metal detec
tors, sending anything you are earthing
through an X-ray machine, and then
gelling frisked. All workers have to go
through this each time they enter or
leave the plant. Inside the plant itself,
workers are now finishing minor con-'
struct ion; the retrofitting and shock ab
sorbers, which PG & ̂  claims makes
the plant able to withstand an earth
quake ten limes larger than the one that
the plant was originally built to with
stand, arc all already in place. Every
door inside the reactor building itself
requires two people, each of whom has
to push their security card into a slot
and (hen punch iheir secret code
number into a computer. This insures
that no one without a card and" secret
code number can get into the plant, that
no one can move , through the plant
unless (hey are accompanied by so
meone else, and it allows the computer
to keep track of where everyone is in the
plant at all times.

All (His is nni standard operating pro
cedure for nuclear plants. One source
said that this is the "only plant in the
country where no one can walk around
by themselves—where you have to be in

pairs." All this is being done because of
the political storm surrounding the
plant, even though the plant complex is
seven miles from the nearest of the four

gates at the edge of PG & E (Pacific Gas
and Electric) property where the
blockade will be taking place. Obvious
ly, with the kind of political flashpoint
Diablo Canyon is becoming, PG & E
doesn't feel like it can trust
anyone—including the workers, techni
cians and engineers at the plant.
An article in the August 24 Wall Si.

Journal helps fill out the picture of the
preparations for dealing with the
blockade, in an article to let corporate
America know what to expect in this
battle. "PC & E is making a highly visi
ble show of being prepared for
violence, and of being ready to use
force—in part, no doubt, to persuade
pntcntial demonstrators thai it might be
a good time to stay home. The utility
has constructed an outdoor target range
a few hundred yards from the plant's
two reactors, and uniformed guards
have been pumping ammunition into
silhouettes of human bodies."

After mentioning the guard dogs
described above, the article goes on:
" *1 wouldn't call them killer dogs,'
.says Robert Thornberry, the plant
manager, 'but they're pretty mean.' A
PC & E spokesman also claims that

thousands of rattlesnakes infiyt the

.650,000-acre plant site and weren't
removed because 'it isn't for us to kill

animals.. "
The media is welcome to attend, ac

commodated by PG & E. Says lhe7oHr-
nal, "PG & E has organized 'media
pools' for the hundreds of .expected •
reporters, photographers and TV
technicians. But the pools can accom
modate only 40 people, on two buses
that will be controlled by sheriffs'
deputies. Reporters generally chafe at
such restrictions, and .several who ex
pect action on many fronts say llicy will
accompany blockaders who trespass on
PG & E property. The utility has asked
the sheriff to arrest protestors and jour
nalists alike if that happens." So, any
reporter who plans on getting anything
other than the sheriff's point of view on
the blockade, had better plan on doing
it from jail.
There is no question that the ruling

class is throwing the gauntlet down on
this one. The connection between nukes;
and nukes (reactors and weapons) has
been thrust to the fore by'the accelera
tion of events worldwide. No doubt the

war room at the Pentagon will be keep
ing close labs on what happens at the
war room at Diablo Canyon. G

What Goes Aroundg Comes Around

British Army Vets March in Northern Ireiand
On Sunday, August 9, over 3,000

people marched in (he streets of Belfast,
Northern Ireland, to mark and oppose
the lOih year of internment, intern
ment, simply put, Is indefinite detention
without charge or trial. While the
British claim .that internment has "of
ficially" been pha.scd out, its replace
ment by juryless courts and bogus
testimony from unidentified trooper X,
Y. and Z. i.s an indication that since
August 9, 1971. [he authorities have on
ly tried to get slicker in their vicious
repression. Among the procession,
which contained contingents from
Franco, (he U.S., West Germany, Scot
land, Norway and Denmark in a power
ful display of internationalism, was an
additional sight that undoubtedly sent
addifior>aI chilis up the spines of the
Briii.sh ruling class. Among the
demonstrators, and warmly received
wherever it passed, was a contingent of
over 300 ex-Briiish soldiers and sup
porters from Britain itself.

It was a fitting show of solidarity and
fraternization between the men who

had once been sent to crush the Irish
people and the "enemy." It was a
declaration of struggle against their
common • oppressor. The turnout of
British army veterans in Northern
Ireland had even an added in-your-face-
Briiish-imperialism dimension to it: for
August also marks the 12ih anniversary
of the British armed occupation that
began in earnest in 1969. It was then, in
the face of open civil war against the
British-backed Protcsiani regime, that
the rulers airlifted thousands of troops
(including members of the Special Air
Services—SAS counter-insurgency
commandos similar to the U.S. Green

Berets). .At its peak in 1972, British
troop strength was at 20.000 men—a
per capita equivalent of around 2
million troops in a country the size of
the U.S. Since then, the British have at
tempted to institute a policy of
"Ulsicrization," by beefing up and ex

panding the local armed forces. This
has brought the British troop numbers
down to about 12,000. And now, at this
demonstration in Belfast, the ex
periences of vets in an imperialist war
were once again being brought to bear
on the struggle and consciousness of
ihcsc fighting for an end to British oc
cupation of Northern Ireland. In fact,
the first speaker at the day's rally was a
blac'k veteran,' who had served in Her
Maje.siy's Armed Forces in Northern
Ireiand. He immediately drew the links
between the struggle in Norihern
Ireland and what was taking place in
Britain during"'thc recent festival of
riots, and placed the struggle in the
north of Ireiand in even a broader
anii-imperiallsi comexi:
".. .1 would like to express my per

sonal thanks to you for welcoming me
as an ex-soldicr, one who for eight
months in total, wreaked havoc and
destruction upon your daily life, upon
your very existence. I am sure you are

Contains the text of "Iran Ifs Not Our Embassy:"
ptevlously published as a separate pamphlet.

"Bob Avaklan Speaks on the Mao Tsetung Defendants
Railroad and the Historic Battles Ahead" Is the text of a speech
by Bob Avakian, Chairman of the Central Committee of the
Revolutionary CommunisI Party, USA delivereii on November 18,
1979 in Washington D.C. at a rally of over 800 people at an im
portant juncture in the battle to free Comrade Avakian and the
16 other Mao Tsetung Defendants, arrested on charges totaling
241 years each. The government had been forced to retreat and
maneuver, temporarily dropping all charges in the case in the
face of broad and very active support for the defendants all
across the country. Since that time the decision to drop the
charges has been overturned In federal appeals court and the
government's railroad Is back on track.

Comrade Avakian's speech, delivered at a crucial turning
point in the battle sums up what the government was up to at
that particular point in the case and goes deeply Into why they
are going after the RCP and why they came down so viciously
on the January 29,1979 demonstration against Deng Xiaoping's
visit to Washington D.C., which the charges against the Mao
Tsetung Defendants stem from. Even more significant is Comrade
Avakian's profound and sweeping presentation on the objective
situation today facing revolutionaries and the masses of people,
the real necessity and possibility for making revolution In the
period ahead and urgently preparing to do so today. Finally, he
speaks powerfully for an uncornpramisingiy internationalisi and
revolutionary stand in support of the struggle of the people of
Iran, who had just delivered a body blow to U.S. imperialism with
the taking of the U.S. Embassy and hostages in Tehran.

$1.50 (plus S.SO postage) Available from RCP Publications

HSIORC BATIB AHEW)

very aware that the situation in England
today, as far as black people are con
cerned. is in no way very different from
what it is for you here in the North of
Ireland...

"For many years we sat back and
look all the shit and rubbish that was

being heaped on us, but fortunately,
black people in England are now stand
ing up and we are fighting back, as you
are aware from what you have seen on
your television and in your news
papers ...

"For many people there are many
misconceptions as to what the struggle
here in the North of Ireland is all about.

It is talked about lhat it is religious
bigotry, that it is,sectarian bigotry. But
we would like to say that as far as we
are concerned, the sole reason for lite
struggle is that it is a struggle for na
tional liberation-lhat is a struggle we,
as black people, know very much
about...

"Now, at the moment we're only
having to contend with the racist,
fascist police. But how long will it be
before we will also have to contend with
the British army, who are occupying
your country?

. .if it should happen, then having,
seen the courage lhat you have por
trayed. I hope lhat we will also be able to
emulate you and stand up and fight, if it
is needed, to defeat the British Army."
The very fact that here, in Northern

Ireland, ex-"soldiers of the Crown"
were .siding openly with the struggle of
the Irish people against British im
perialism. must've given the im
perialists fits. Indeed the U.S. im
perialists are still haunted by the spectre
of vets returning from Vietnam in the
U.S., exposing, denouncing—even
throwing back their medals on the
Capitol and some saying, "next lime we
fight it'll be to take these steps." In
fact, a number of the vets marching in
Belfast were said to be inspired by the
acts of resistance of Vietnam vets of the
U.S. army, with some even citing the
role that Vietnam Veterans Against the
War (VVAW) played during lite '60s
and early '70s. And with other im
perialist adventures including world
war in the offing, one can only be in
spired at the role thai politically awake
and class conscious vets can play in ex
posing the imperialist .system and com-
bailing it in other ways in the service of
rcvoiuiion—as this small example
shows so well. n
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U.S. Spy VS U.S. Spy
in Libya

For some time, the U.S. imperialists
have been orchestrating an interna
tional propaganda campaign, which has
mounted in hysteria over the past year,
depicting Libya's leader. Colonel
Muammar Qaddafi, as the "patron
saint of terror"—to use Alexander
Haig's phrase of last April. According
to the constantly repeated, if always
vague, allegations. Libya is a key link in
an "international terror network," a
beehive of training centers for "Third
World embryo terrorist" assassination
squads, and the center of a far-flung
arms supply system funded by
pel rodollars.
Any close examination of the charges

of "Libyan terrorism" quickly boils
down to the predictable: Libya supplies
funds and arms to the Palestine Libera-
Ifon Organization; Libya has provided
political support and aid to the Moslem
insurgency in the Philippines; Libya has
supported the Southwest African Peo
ple's Organization (SWAPO): Libya
has expressed verbal support for the
Irish Republican .Army's struggle against
British rule. etc. Such support to libera
tion movements have been the facts
with one apparent exception: over the
past year, the U.S. began to accuse
Libya of sending "death "squads" into
the United States and Western Europe
to liquidate opponents of the Qaddafi
regime. The charge that Libyan
assassins were active in the United
States was the main stated reason for

the cxpui-sion of Libyan diplomats in
1980 and the forcible cio.sure of Libya's
semi-orficial People's Bureaus in the
U.S. in May of this year. The U.S.
government was even able to point to
an actual "victim of Libyan
terrorism": a Libyan exchange student
living in Colorado, who was shot and
killed last October 14ih. The victim,
Faisal Zagalli, had been "warned" by
the FBI six months before he was shot

at his home that he was on "Qaddafi's
terror hit list." We now have an ex

cellent Idea of where the FBI got its in
formation: the man who shot Zagalli
wa.s an American, a Green Beret, a .

"retired" employee of the CIA, and
part of the top secret CIA operation,
that had begun in 1976.
The identity of Zagalli's attacker has

been known since his April 22nd arrest;
the government tried to pass it off as
one of the few isolated cases of

"American mercenaries" in the pay of
the butcher Qaddafi. In 1980, a federal
grand jury had indicted Edwin P.
Wilson, a veteran CIA agent, on
charges of "illegally exporting ex- .
plosives to Libya." Now, however, a
lengthy article in the New York Times
has detailed a CT.A operation headed by
Wilson, in cooperation with the U.S.
Army, in which 10 Green Beret com
mandos went to Libya to, the Times
reports, "infiltrate the Libyan govern
ment on behalf of the Central In-,

lelligence Agency." The CIA denies the
charges, but the New York Times
quotes "many participants, and some
federal investigators," as believing that
"the mission had at least the tacit ap
proval of the agency."
Luke F. Thompson, a Green Beret

Master Sgt. who was involved in the
early stages of the operation before
returning to the United States, told the
New York Times that when he was first
approached about the mission, he
checked independently with military
counter-inielligence to see if it was
"legitimate," He says that coumer-
intclligence officers called and told him,
"We've checked this lo the top and it's
legal and above-board. You can pursue
it as you desire." (our emphasis)

According to the Times. Wilson in
1976 "closed a business deal with Col
onel Qaddafi to show his expertise in in
telligence, arms and explosives to Libya
for the training of terrorists."

Let's point out here that the Times
"exposure" article stinks as bad as the
CIA operations it is purportedly "ex
posing." Why the bourgeoisie has

decided to widely publicize this infor
mation at this time is unclear: the FBI
and various grand juries have been pro
bing various facets of it since 1977, and
many bits and pieces had already sur
faced. Undoubtedly, continuing
disagreements within the ruling class on
the role of CIA coven operations, a big
issue in the recent eye-gouging at the
top of the agency, has something to do
with it. The Times article attempts to
accomplish a couple of things; while
seemingly "admitting" that the
madmen who run what they have
described as Libya's sprawling training
camps for international terror are
American Green Berets, it also hopes to
conclusively establish thai Colonel
Qaddafi is indeed the "patron saint of
terror," but is so backward that he felt

-forced to rely on good old American
know-how, technology and expertise.
Indeed, if there is one area where
American chauvinist pride in being
"no. 1" may be justified, it is in the
field of international terror.

Bui this new "proof of Qaddafi's
foiidness for terrorism is ridiculous on
the Face of it. What is most plausible, is
that, on the Libyan end, the Green
Berets were contracted to instruct
troops in special forces tac
tics—military tactics, which by their
very nature, certainly include a large
component of "terror," but then, near
ly every bourgeois military force in the
world has a branch of special force
commandos or something akin to it.
The chief objective of the U.S., ap
parently. wa.s to infiltrate the Libyan
government, gain further influence,
gather intelligence about Libyan inten
tions and perhaps do some things that
would be useful, even in an indirect
way, to U.S. imperialism.
On the heels of the New York Times'

article, Edwin Wilson himself bobbed

to the surface in Tripoli and granted
ABC News a special interview, He por
trayed his training responsibilities with
the Libyan army as routine, squad and
platoon level infantry tactics, such as
can be found in U.S. Army basic and
advanced infantry training courses.

It would not be surprising if the Qad
dafi regime, as appears to be the case,
saw fit to hire American "mercenaries"

for military training. Qaddafi, who
already "cmploy.s" numcrou.s East Ger
man. Bulgarian and Soviet training ad
visors, has always exhibited the desire
to avoid falling into loo complete
dependence on any one particular im
perialist. It may be taken for granted,
by the way, thai Qaddafi was well-
aware df the CIA connections of his
new employees when he hired them on.
Their cover, as "former Green Berets
and CIA men now in business for
themselves," was paper-thin and
customary.

it does not necessarily defy logic lhat
the CIA would be training Libyan com
mandos at the same time as the United
States is attempting to "destabilize"
and possibly preparing to overthrow the
Qaddafi regime. In 1977, when the CIA
operation is alleged to have started, the
U.S. was still working actively to bring
Qaddafi under the U.S. thumb. Even
today these efforts have not ceased; the
threat to destabilize and polilicaily
isolate is closely related to inducements
to Qaddafi to "exercise restraint" in his
relations with the Soviet Union and
keep alive his ties with the West, which
are considerable as it is. In addition to
Libya's role a.s a major supplier of oil to
the United Stales, the U.S. oil industry
has 2.000 employee.s in Libya and con
trols a large pan of the oil production
process. Libya imports large amounts
of arms from Italy and maintains exten
sive commercial lies with both Italy and
France. French imperialism, which has
a special iniere-si in North Africa, has
been, if anything, more active in anti-
Qaddafi intrigues than has the U.S.
French intelligence, according to the
Middle Cast magazine, helped or
chestrate an abortive coup atiempl

against Qaddafi in Tobruk, Libya,
which was suppressed by Libyan and
East German security troops.
Edwin Wilson himself claimed in his

ABC interview in Tripoii that, until
reccnily, the United States had "secret
ly supported" Libya. Wilson, of
course, was speaking formally in his
role as a faithful employee of the Libyan
government. He did not expand on
what "secret support" meant, but if it
means anything at all, it is that at the
lime the U.S. hoped to bring the Qad
dafi regime around lo a more pro-West
ern position, and therefore did not
nece-ssarily favor moves lo overthrow
him.

Throughout this year, there has been
a fairly open debate in the U.S. im
perialist pre.ss over the pros and cons of
doing just thai; some forces favor such
a move, and others oppose it, holding
that Qaddafi's successors are likely to
be even more pro-Soviei than he is.

Wilson's comment has significance
for unraveling the murky and complex
role of his Green Beret squad in rela
tionship to "Libyan terrorism." It js a
fact that Qaddafi's tilt towards the
Soviet Union over the last several years
has encountered wide opposition
among pro-Western forces within
Libya. Many influential figures in the
government have defected, and now
reside in Egypt, France, Italy, the U.S.
and .several neighboring African coun
tries, where they are actively plotting a
coup and seeking to enlist the support
of one imperialist power or another in
carrying out their designs. A May 27ih
New York Times article conducted a

survey of the "available talents," tick
ing off a foreign minister and numerous
other cabinet ministers, "wealthy

financiers," "prominent journalists,"
and other likely components of a poten
tial puppet regime to replace Qaddafi.
Now, according to Major Ad-

dussaiam Jalloud, Colonel Qaddafi's
chief assistant, who was interviewed by
the Washington Post on May 30lh. it is
Libyan policy to take measures against
its exiles abroad "only when they ac
tually look action against the revolution
here and were cooperating with the
Egyptian, Moroccan, or Israeli in
telligence services." The fact is,
though, (hat there is no .shortage of
"prominent exiles" who meet ihis
description to the tee.
Therefore, it obviously is quite possi-

bitfihat Libya may have moved to ac
tually eliminate some of these op
ponents. although the hard evidence of
this—i.e., dead Libyan exiles—is scanf.
If such steps were contemplated,'
however, it is far from out of the ques
tion that the boys assigned to carry out
the job were America's own Green
Berets, sent to Libya by the CIA. It is,
we suppose, barely possij^ie that the at
tempted hit on Faisal Zagalli, the
graduate student in Colorado, was such
an instance; but (his operation has far
more the smell of a setup job designed
10 pin the "terrorist" label on the Qad
dafi regime. As far as can be gleaned
from the press. Zagalli may have been
an anti-Qaddafi dissident, but he was
politically insignificant.

But even if, after all. Colonel Qad
dafi did retain a squad of Green Berei-
ClA killers to train Libyans in techni
ques of terror, or to actually carry out
"terrorist assassinations," then at least
one thing in this confused story is clear:
he certainly knew where lo go to gel the '
most terror for his petjodollars. □

ASK AN EXPERT
Menachem Begin on Libya:
"unreasonabie territorial demands"

Potted line—British "Palestine mandate" 1922-194B
Dark gray—State ol Israel according to UN partition
Light gray—various areas which have t>een invaded

and occupied by Israel Damascus
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The Taiwan aulhoritics claimed ihat

it was "probably" a suicide or an acci
dent. On the morning of July 3, the bat
tered body of 31-year-old Chen Wen-
cheng, a native Taiwanese and assistant
professor of statistics at Carnegie-
Melion University in Pittsburgh, was
found on the lawn of the graduate
library of National Taiwan University
in Taipei. Chen had travelled to Taiwan
with his wife and son to visit relatives,
but his return to the U.S. had been
delayed by the Kuomintang (KMT) gov
ernment which refused to grant him an
exit i^ermit for going abroad. On July 2,
Chen was picked up by the Taiwan Gar
rison Command, the KMT security-
police, and interrogated for 13 hours
straight about alleged anti-KMT ac
tivities in the U.S. The security police
had ready on hand a mass of material
on his political activities in the U.S., in
cluding photocopies of letters he had
written, tape recordings of phone calls
and transcripts of meetings where he
spoke. Taiwan officials say that Chen
admitted setting up foundations in the
U.S. to raise money for Formosa
magazine, an opposition journal ad
vocating "Taiwan independence"
which had been recently shut down for
being "seditious." According to their
story, after Chen was released, he either
jumped out of remorse for his
"crimes" or fell "accidentally because
of fatigue" from a fifth floor fire
escape at the campus, The autopsy con
ducted on Chen, however, revealed in
juries that are normally a.ssociatcd with
a beating rather than a fall. There arc
other glaring inconsistencies in the
various versions of the incident dished
out by the officials. Little doubt re
mains that Chen was a victim of cold
blooded murder at the bloody hands of
the KMT regime and its secret police.
Taking over the island of Taiwan

with full U.S. backing after being run
out of China in 1949 by the Communist
forces, the KMT regime has enforced
martial law for 32 years to strike down
any opposition to its rule. Taiwan
became a strategic outpost in East Asia
for U.S. imperialism, which had ig-
nominiously "lost" China to the Com
munists. Even after the 1976 revisionist
coup in China and the enlistment of the
new bourgeois rulers into the U.S. war
bloc. Taiwan still plays a vital, reliable
rote for U.S. imperialism, and hun
dreds of millions of dollars are pumped
in yearly to prop it up militarily.

U.S.-spunsored Spy Network

Like the Shah's SAVAK in Iran, the
National Guard in El Salvador and
others, the Taiwan intelligence and
police network receives direct training
and assistance from (he U.S. Big
Brother. Comprising only a small
minority of the island's 17 million in
habitants. the KMT needs such an ex
tensive open and secret police apparatus
to suppress resistance from the ma-sses
a-S well as bourgeois and petty bourgeois
forces among the native Taiwane.se who
arc demanding a bigger voice politically
and an end ro KMT domination. In
1979. for example, there were vicious
crackdowns on anti-KMT riots that
broke out in (he cities of Chiingli and
Kaohsiung. Afterwards, there was a
wholesale roundup of all opposition
leaders, and they continue to be locked
up today in a special island prison set
up for political prisoners. In a case that
is still "unsolved," Intruders broke into

the home of one of those arrested, Lin
1-hsiung, and brutally murdered his
mother and two children.

Although the KMT still officially
denies it, it is apparent from (heir
possession of detailed materials on
Chen's alleged activities in the U.S. that
the police network extends to students
and others from Taiwan living abroad.
KMT agents belonging to an in
telligence group called Tsai-hung
(literally "Colorful Rainbow", but the
Chinese characters arc homonyms for
"Catching Reds") are stationed in com
munities and campuses where
Taiwanese are concentrated. The agents
make regular reports on activities of
anti-KMT activists, organize social ac
tivities to keep people safely within the
KMT fold, and threaten the recalcitrant
ones with reprisals against them or their
families in Taiwan.

All this has been well known to the
U.S. rulers and in fact boih openly and
tacitly encouraged by them. A classified
1978 document by the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee reportedly ex
amined surveillance in the U.S. by in
telligence services of the Soviet Union,
Iran, Chile, the Philippines and
Taiwan, and found that Taiwan's
operations arc "among the most exten
sive and active, if least obtrusive." Ac

cording to the Far East Economic
Review, "The report is highly con
troversial. Informed sources said it is
generally embarrassing for the in
telligence services on the subject of
cooperating with so-called friendly
governments undertaking surveillance
of their citizens in theU.S Although
the sources were reluctant to confirm

that the American intelligence services
cooperate with Taipei in suppressing
dissidents in this country, there are
strong suspicions that this is the case."
Of course this report, like other revela
tions by the U.S. bourgeoisie of "ex
cesses" by U.S. intelligence services, is
not meant in any way to stop such acti
vities including "cooperation" with
"friendly governments," but rather to
encourage them to refine their opera
tions, or perhaps aim them at slightly
different targets.
The July 30 hearing by the House

Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on Asia
and Pacific Affairs on Taiwan spying in
the U.S., prompted by Chen's death,
contained no such references to U.S. in-

voivement but focused in on Taiwan's
"interference in the internal affairs of
the U.S." and encroachment on "the

quality of American democracy". One
congressional participant in the hearing
declared with great moral indignation
that "The infiltration of American

universities by informants who, directly
or indirectly, report to the Taiwan gov
ernment on the actions of the
Taiwanese faculty and students in this
country runs counter to the traditions if
not the laws of this country." He might

have added that the activities of
American intelligence agents in the U.S.
as well as the world over fully cor
respond to the "traditions and laws of
this country."

Despite this hearing, however, it is
not expected than Chen's death will be
pursued any further by the U.S. bour-
geosie. It would be like a dog trainer
punishing the dog for carrying out his
tricks and would pose some danger of
(he trainer getting exposed. According
to Formosa magazine, now published in
the U.S., an unidentified KMT
diplomat is confident that they will
"safely pass this crisis," indicating that
they already have some assurances from
the Reagan administration. Newsweek
also noted even before the hearing was
held (hat "Washington's tics with
Taipei are already strained, and there is
some question how far Congress, State
or Justice will be willing to push the
case." After all, the KMT regime is still

'a faithful U.S. lackey.

Triangular Rclalionship

But this question still remains: why
did the U.S. at this time create certain

waves around Chen's murder, even to
the point of holding a congressional
hearing on KMT spying and harassment
of anti-government activists, when such
activity has been going on for years
with U.S. approval? One possibility is
that faced with the blatant murder of a
U.S. permanent resident and a well-
known and' respected member of the
campus community, 'the U.S. decided
to get some mileage out of advertising
its "democratic"jSystem at the expense
of causing some embarrassment to
Taiwan. (But remember, Taiwan is not
according to current official linguistics
"totalitarian," i.e., a pro-Soviet bour
geois regime but "authoritarian," i.e.,
pro-U.S., so this can't be carried loo
far.) Letting some of the dirt out also
serves to warn Taiwan to hone up its in
telligence activities. The KMT regime
seems to have gotten the message—an

Continued on page 14

inquest Opens After 2Va Month Stall

Anger Percolates Over Cop
Lynching of Black Football Star
Two and one half months after the

lynching of Cal-Siatc Long Beach foot-
bail star Ron Settles by Signal Hill
police, the coroner's inquest hearing
began on August 20ih. Despite the long
delay, authorities havc bcen unable to
sweep this case under the rug as they
had hoped. More than 100 people, the
majority from the Black community in
Long Beach, showed up at the opening
day of the inquest—to find the court
crawling with cops, seating for only 20,
and those few admitted forced to pass
through a metal detector. Nevertheless,
the courtroom has been packed
throughout the hearing, with sup
porters waiting outside in the hall for
their turn inside.

Signal Hill police picked Settles upon
June 2nd, beat him brutally, threw him
in jail on trumped up charges of assault
with a deadly weapon and drug posses
sion. and (hen "found" him hung in his
cell an hour and a half later. "Case
closed—suicide," announced the chief
pig. and the L.A. County Coroner an
nounced that (he death was "consistent
with self-induced hanging." But far
from the end of the story, that was only
the beginning a.s every aspect of the
police story has been and continues to
be exposed as a lie. Police claim that
Settles leapt out of his car and attacked
ihem with a butcher knife. Eyewitnesses
have testified that Seillcs was pulled
from his car by police, and the knife
was found after he was under arrest.
Police claimed they never beat Settles,
but the testimony of another pri-soner
(who was removed from the jail before
Scttle.s was killed) and of an indepen
dent medical examiner showed that he
was beaten severely. Police then admil-
(c'd that they did beat Settles in the
booking room, but "only on the legs."
Tlie County Coroner then conducted
tests (o "prove" that bruises to .Settles'
face. neck, and iipper body could have
occurred as he hung himself. Then, on
July 31st. probably to save his own

neck, the Signal Hill police chief admit
ted that police had beaten Settles on the
face but only with their fists. He had
neglected to mention this for 2 months
because "it didn't seem important." A
few days before the inquest began, the
County Coroner released an autopsy
report—death by hanging. This ignored
.severe bruises to one side of Settles'

neck consistent with a police chokehold
being applied. As for the absence of
marks on Settles neck normally found
in a hanging, the Coroner explained
that this was due to "the way-he had
folded the mattress cover" he sup
posedly used to hang himself (despite
the testimony of the other prisoner that
there were no mattress covers in the

cells).
A month ago, two days before the in

quest was originally scheduled to begin,
more than 1 .OOO people rallied in Long
Beach to protest the murder. The Cat
State Long Beach football team has
since dedicated its season to Ron Set
tles. and the Settles' Justice Committee
and the media have received numerous
calls and letters from people about their
experiences at the hands of the Signal
Hill police—with many volunteering to
testify in court. The inquest, however,
has nothing to do with uncovering the
truth about the death of Ron Settles.
(The only question in the minds of most
people at this point is whether the pigs
lynched Scitle.s or beat him to death and
then hung him.) The inquest ii.self was
called by the same County Coroner who
has helped the police cover this murder
every step of the way, A Special Hear
ings Officer was appointed by the Cor
oner for this inquest—"to avoid
bias"—the same judge who oversaw the
whiicwa-sh of the murder of journalist
Ruben Sii[az.ar during the l970,Chicano
Moriiiorium. Salazar was shot in the
head at point blank range with a (eargas
projecille but his death was ruled "ac
cidental" and no cops were ever in
dicted for the murder.

At the Settles' inquest, the police in
the Signal Hill Station at the time of the
murder have all refused to testify. Their
attorney (old the media, "this is an ob
vious suicide in a jail, and a man gets up
(here thinking 'I have nothing to hide'
(referring to, the chief pig's admission
(hat Settles was beaten on the
face—RW) and made a statement with
a minor inconsistency (!) and ever since
then it's been blown out of proportion
to the point where they think that they
deliberately murdered a man."
At the inquest, it was revealed that

police radio transmission tapes of Set
tles' arrest were "routinely" destroyed
a month after the murder—o/zer
reporters had been denied transcripts of
the tapes. Eyewitnesses to the arrest
reported that Settles was
"manhandled" by police while offering
no resistance, and guns were held to
each side of his head. And a police
"ride-along" witness turned out to be
the girlfriend of the arresting of
ficer—the same girlfriend who covered
for him 5 years ago when lie beat a
young Chicano to death. •
At a lime when the authorities are call

ing for more police in Los Angeles, this
murder has put them on the hot seat.
Even iheir trusted County Coroner may
not be able to pull it out this
time. Asa result, the media, which large
ly ignored or downplayed the murder
originally, has now made the inquest
nightly news, carefully honing in on the
Signal Hill police, a 26-man department
in a 9-squarc mile section of Long
Beach. No doubt the Signal Hill police
arc guilty of every crime now being "un
covered" by the media—and more—but
the media is going to have a hard lime
convincing the masses of opprc.sscd peo
ple in Los Angeles that Signal Hill police
arc any dirfcrcni from the 16 other
police agencies in the L.A. area who
average a murder every week. M
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Assassin in the Rye
Mark David Chapman, the assassin

who shot John Lennon to death on
December 8th, 1980, was sentenced on
August 24ih. He received leniency from
ihecoun; the presiding justice said that
the maximum sentence of 25 years to
life was "inappropriate." (Need we
mention the thousands doing more time
for less circumstancial evidence?)
Chapman received a sentence of 20
years, and the Judge directed that he
receive psychiatric treatment.
Chapman delivered a brief and cryp

tic statement, an excerpt from J.D. Sal
inger's novel, "Catcher in the Rye,"
that he said "would be my final sfwken
words." Chapman's attorney.
Jonathan Marks, told reporters later
that his client had taken a "vow of
silence." His case will probably be ap
pealed. The press, as has been true since
Chapman's arrest, portrayed the killer
as an "irrational, lone nut." But Chap
man's behavior during the sentencing
proceedings was evidently designed to
not only offer veiled political justifica
tion for the assassination. His "vow of
silence," is reminiscent—whether
"coincidentally" or not—of another
"psychopathic nut" G. Gordon Liddy,
the "loyal operative who wouldn't
talk" of the Watergate era, who by
1980 was making the rounds of talk
shows and openly advocating the
assassination of polilicai threats to the
established order.

it wa.s also reported that the court
was under extremely heavy security.
Chapman was wearing a bullet proof
vest, which it is said he weans in prison.
But if anyone thinks for a minute that
Mr. Chapman takes such precautions
for fear that some outraged John Len
non fan would do him in. a look into
the case of Mark David Chapman leads
one to conclude that his bullet proof
vest and his much publicized "vow of
silence" could well be meant to protect

him from some (dare to say) higher
authority. (After all. Chapman said
that God told him to plead guilty...)

If Chapman was "saying .something"
by publicizing his "mum's the word"
policy, certainly his "final spoken
words' ■ were not the random choice of a

mush-brained zombie. Speaking "calm
ly and clearly," according to the New
York Times, Chapman read the follow
ing brief passage from "Catcher in the
Rye," the book found in his possession
the night he shot John Lennon.
"Anyway, I keep picturing all these

little kids playing some game in this big
field of rye and all. Thousands of little
kids, and nobody's around—nobody
big, 1 mean—except mc. And, I'm
standing on the edge of some crazy
cliff. What I have to do. I have to catch
everybody if they start to go over the
cliff—1 mean if they're running and
they don't look where they're going I
have to come out somewhere and catch

them. Thai's all I'd do all day. I'd just
be the catcher in the rye and all."
There is no need to tievelop a labored

hypothesis about the "heavy sym
bolism" of Chapman's selection.
Frankly, the general message is pretty
obvious. The "thousands of little kids"
who are running around playing
thoughtless games is most specifically
the generatioti identified with the 1960s,
for whom John Lennon has been made
a symbol. According to Chapman the
"little kids" don't realize the danger,
don't realize that "the society"—U.S.
imperialism to be precise—is teetering
on the edge of a cliff. The "catcher in
the rye" has to bring these kids into
line.

Chapman wishes us ail to understand
that he was carrying out this duty when
he dropped into a military crouch and
emptied his .38 caliber Charter Arms
shon-barrelled revolver at John Len

non, then dropped his gun and stayed

calmly in the doorway of Lennon's
residence at the Dakota apartment
building and leafed through his book.
When a shocked doorman grabbed
Chapman's arm and cried out, "Do
you know what you just did?" Chap
man replied with a steady voice, "I just
shot John Lennon," and continued to
read.

Enler.;.COINTELPRO

There is a widespread belief that
John Lennon was fingered for political
assassination by the government or by
some organized reactionary force of the
ruling class. It became clear within
hours of the murder, of course, that the
bourgeoisie was prepared to attach
tremendous political significance to the
murder. While weeping the obligatory
maudlin tears, and issuing new calls for
"gun control," standard fare on all
such occasions, the mass media drum
med home the message: "The '60s are
dead. The '60s are dead" non-stop for
weeks afterward. The media did not

manufacture the shock and rage that
millions felt when word of the shooting
spread, nor the belief that the assassina
tion was loaded with sinister political
implications.

It is well worth noting that Commen-
lary magazine, an influential reac
tionary journal which has concentrated
in the last several years on preparing
America's intellectuals ideologically
and politically for World War 3, used
the occasion of Lennon's death to

deliver an all out attack on "the '60s

generation" and on Lennon himself.
Commentary bitterly condemned the
mass observances and memorials which
took place around the country as "the
occasion—the first event in years to.
provide one—for collective self por
traits of the generation whose faith in
its own special stature may well be its
principal distinction and soie'snduring

accomplishment." Singled out for
special scorn were-those who took ten
minutes off their jobs at the appointed
time for the worldwide observance.
Commentary complained that the mass
media should not have played up "so
indulgent and brazenly narcissistic an
extravaganza." warning that "...the
mourning rituals for Lennon reevoked
for a moment the atmosphere of the
'60s: the cowed silence that once
prevailed in the face of the ludicrous
claims and pretensions of the '60s ac
tivists, not to mention their assaults,
violent and otherwise, on free speech,
mounted in the name of idealism."

In short, the assassination of Lennon
and the impact it had on society were
objectively extremely political: this
fact, and the stakes involved in under
standing what lay behind the murder
and the reactions it provoked, seemed
self-evident at the time to society as a

- whole, to both the bourgeoisie and the
masses of people. In this light, the
belief held by many that Mark David
Chapman acted in one fashion or
another at the instigation of the ruling
class deserves to be taken seriously. An
examination of the ayailable evidence
certainly does nothing to dispel these
beliefs.

Lennon came under intensive govern
ment surveillance and COINTELPRO
harassment in the early '70s. During
this period, Lennon was becoming in
creasingly active politically. His music
was striking more militant and radical
themes, and he was associating himself
more directly with the ami-war move-
mem. COINTELPRO documents of

(he time detail messages back and forth
from J. Edgar Hoover, Attorney
General John Mitchell, and other

leading figures describing Lennon's
associations with Yippie leaders and
discussing the best way to "gel" him.

Cciiiliimcd from page 14

Drug Pushers Suppress Pain-KHIing Invention

In 1970, two employees of the
Minneapolis-based Medtronic company
(manufacturers of pacemakers and
other health care products), working in
a basement and using parl.s purchased
from a local hardware store, built a
device the size of a shoe-box that would
electrically relieve pain without having
to be surgically implanted. They had
based their invention on the medical
practice of certain doctors implanting
electrodes in a person's spine in order to
use the electric current to block the
transmission of pain signals to the
brain. In their version of this pro
cedure, electrodes were instead im
planted in two small spongy pads that
were placed on top of the skin in areas
where large peripheral nerve bodies
were located close to the surface. Their
fir.sl experiment was at the Minnesota
Hospital, where a patient was suffering
from "phantom limb pain"—pain that
rcsuii.s from an amputated limb (in this
case a leg) where the nerves, bunched
up at the point of amputation, continue
to send wild and confmiing signals to
the person's brain. It can result in the
person "feeling" that his leg is on fire,
itching, freezing, etc., even though no
leg is there.-The invention proved to be
a success, relieving the man's pain for
the first time without the use of drugs.

In 1971, they formed a company to
manufacture and market the device,
which they called, "iranscutancous
electrical nerve stimulator" (TENS).
The company was called Stimulation
Technology Inc.. or Slimtech. Soon
after the company was formed.
Slimtech set up a clinic to teach doctor
recommended patients how to use the
device. They tjuickly found that it wa-s
very useful in relieving pain from back
problems, cancer, surgery, muscle
aches, sports accidents, and even
headaehe-s—all without the debilitating.

and often dangerou.s. side effects of
drugs.
By 1974, sales had reached SI million

dollars, but capital wasn't able to be
generated for continued research and
development. And, the fact that the in
vention did not bear a corporate
trademark meant thai it remained vir

tually unknown, relying on various
physicians' knowledge. Enter the
Johnson & Johnson Company, who
"routinely keeps an eye out for new
products."
Johnson & Johnson laid it on (hick,

promising a share of up to $7 million in
profits, in addition to the initial SI.3
million they bought the Slimtech firm
for. The inventors were made execu

tives in the Johnson & Johnson com

pany. heading up the new Slimtech di
vision. And. there was also a verbal
agreement to put the device under the
Johnson & Johnson trademark. That
was 7 years ago. From the inomcnl
John.son & Johnson entered into the
picture the device wa-s doomed to sit
and rot—which it did. There was no
overseas marketing, and no research
and development, because that was to
be financed from sales profits, of
which, of course, there were none. The
inventors- weren't allowed to buy i he in
vention back, for now it was under
strict Johnson & Joltns'on control, in

fact, the inventors were fired in 1977.
Right now, the case is in court, with a
recent ruling in favor of tlic original in
ventors under appeal.

In case you're wondering ju.si why
Johnson & Johnson, the menders of lit
tle kids' cuts and scrapes with their pro
ducts. would do everything in its power
lo suppress an iiivcnlion thai would
alleviate pain, one has to peel hack the
liiile Band-Aid t hat Johnstm & Johnson
hides behind. l-or in addition to Band-
Aid's. Johnson & .lohiison makes an

Stimtech
Electronic
Painkiller

Electrodss placed on
sktn deliver ematt

amounts of etectrlcity
lo nerves, btocktng

patn eignals.

etnire line ol'Tylcnol products, ilie big
gest selling prescription and nmi-prc-
scription pain rcliel' product in the U.S.
If anyone thinks that Johnson &
.lohnson is going to put a crimp in
Tylenol drug sales that ran over $38(1
million iti l9R0(wiih a projected lake of
over $500 tiiillion by the end of ihi.s
yetir), just lo produce sornelhiny thiii
Tiiigiii relieve pain cheaply ami with no
nasty side effects, then think again.

A.s one of Jolitisoii 6i Johnson's
lawyers put it iti the recetit court
episode: "Where there is a possibility of
making money in a certain area, or
where one of our products may be
superseded by amrthcf. we invest in
it.. .If this wa.s so profitable we would
have c.xploiied if."

Johnson & Johnson's
Tylenol Sales
Domestic preecrtption and
nonprescripiton sales
tnmttttonsol

dottsrs 4^
$500

'78 '77 '78 "r#

Source: Merritf tyncfi
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Dinosaurs
Continued rrcim patie I

1! was ihe rather cool and distinctly
uninspired reception given it in the
bourgeois television and press. The day
of its arrival it barely inched its way on
to the front pages. Gone was the bar
rage of patriotic hoopla bestowed upon
the "grand achievements" of the Col
umbia Space Shuttle back in April, an
event W'hich was the occasion of eight-
column headlines, round-the-clock
news coverage, and an unrestrained
orgy of chauvinistic flag-waving, as
ihou-sands from the Winnebago set
trooped into the desert to wiine.ss and
cheer the "incredible" landing of this
glorified airplane which, after all, had
only orbited around the earth a couple
of times. Instead, the main theme being
run out on the occasion of Voyager's
unparalleled look at Saturn was sum
med up in headlines like RICH ERA IN
PLANETARY STUDIES DRAWS TO

A CLOSE. If anything, the coverage of
Voyager II resembled a quiet, if some
what elaborate, funeral—"a dramatic
and melancholy moment of hail and
farewell," as one paper put it, for what
was described as "America's last fund

ed mission iiuo deep space.. .perhaps
the last of its kind."
Musing on the countless probes the

U.S. sent into space over the last 20
' years, .ABC's science editor Jules Berg
man remarked wistfully thai "the ex
citement of the early missions may
never happen again," that from now on
it will only be "memories." Why? Os
tensibly because "there is only so much
money available for missions into deep
space." U.S. participation in an inier-
naiional attempt to pursue and inter
cept Haley's Comet as it passes near the

•sun next year—a once-in-a-lifeiimc op
portunity—has already been effectively
axed as "too expensive." The only new
space exploration that can be hoped
for, we are told, is if Voyager 11 itself
arrives on schedule at Uranus five years
from now. a trip it has only a 65%
chance of surviving, in respon.sc to
questions about whether or not the pre
sident had any interest at all in contin
uing to explore outer space, Reagan's
advLsor Edwin Mee.se replied: "The pre
sident has irtJicaied he is very much in
terested in space exploration,. ,biii ob
viously within budget."
The floating of such "economic" ar

guments for what is shaping up as the
virtual abandonment of deep space ex
ploration is. of course, quite be.side the
point. Proof of this is the Space Shuttle
itself—openly advertised by the U.S.
rulers as a "Pentagon in orbit"—which
after huge cost overruns now consumes
93% of NASA's budget and is one of
the reasons no more funds are available

for deep space exploration. Clearly
"economic constraints" are not the real
question here at all, but rather the poli
tical and military necessities of U.S. im
perialism as it begins to muster and con
centrate its resources for the matter at

hand—i.e., preparations for the im
pending war with its Soviet imperialist
rivals for domination of the planet
earth, a showdown which will be taking
place not only on the familiar land, sea
and airspace of good old terraJlrrna but
also in the environs of nearby space.
One dilemma for the U.S. rulers,

however, is how to tone down the ex
pectations raised by the hype they have
been spewing out for the last two de
cades about "America's leadership"
and suppo.sed "dedication" to explor
ing, the "outermost reache.s of space"
and "seeking the answers to the uni
verse," etc., etc. Back in the '60s and
'70s. the extensive U.S. space program
.served a number of purposes for the

ruling class. For one thing, while cer
tainly there was an aspect of "pure"
scientific exploration (both as a propa
ganda chip and as a means of insuring
the pariicipation of scientists genuinely
interested in science), none of the U.S.
space shots were without significant
miliiary hopes and implications. Forex-
amplerthe inordinate amount of time
and effort spent to get a man on the
moon (a target picked by John Kenne
dy) was partly fueled by speculation
thai this might prove to be a viable stra
tegic base for enforcing U.S. domina
tion of earth (when this proved a bit loo
costly and cumbersome, it was on to the
more "practical" space shuttle).
But mainly, the moon shot and the

entire space program-beginning with
the frantic efforts to catch up to and
surpass Sputnik and prove that, yes,
"we" were more advanced than the

Russian imperialists—was an important
public opinion tool in the U.S. rulers'
world expansion in that period. It was a
massive advertising campaign for the
American Way with the aim of impress
ing (and terrorizing) the people of the
world with the U.S.'s vast technological
superiority over its rivals and convinc
ing the masses that U.S. imperialism
and its stolen resources held out the pin
nacle of hope for the "advancement"
of mankind. The problem for the U.S.
imperialists now is not at all that they
want to pull back from the last 20 years
of American chauvinism-in-space. but
rather that they must bring it more into
correspondence with a changed world
and in particular the practical and im
mediate tasks of conducting war on
earth with the "Soviet enemy."

Interesting in this regard was one of
those pre-fabricated debates on ABC'.s
Nighiline show designed to help lay this
transition out on the table. The current

head of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Bruce Murray, complained about the
lack of funds allocated for space cxplo-

"Space is vast. The planets will be there
for a long, long time. We don't have to
rush out there."

Senator William Prbxmire

%

ration. His argument in attempting to
reverse the decision was that "the U.S.
will no longer be seen as leaders" in
space. The obvious problem with this
sales pilch to the imperialists is that, while
ii was the chauvinist banner under which
they "bought a lot of space" in the
i960s, now the world has changed and
this particular brand of chauvinism
doesn't cut the mustard in selling to the
boss. Mr. Murray, though we are una
ware of his background, came off like a
disappointed scientist turned adminis
trator who had been enticed by the
seemingly endless prospects (he U.S.
imperialisis were offering like candy to
a large section of this stratum in the late
1950s and 1960s and now is left disillu

sioned and high and dry. Especially
because he included in his complaints
the fact that everything in space efforts
was getting hooked into military devel
opment, Mr. Murray radiated the vibes
of a man the imperialisis might not find
so useful in his job anymore.

Reagan's science adviser George Key-
worth promptly offered reassurances
that the new orientation is merely a case
of "picking the fruit that is closest to
the ground. We will continue to be lead
ers in space. It's only a matter of priori
ties....We look forward to an ex
tremely rich space program." The point
was clear: today, for U.S. imperialism,
the Columbia Shuttle is definitely the
first "space priority" as far as America
being No. 1 on earth, and only later in
space—if, as they hope, they win.

Also interesting was. the attempt to
frame this little debate in terms of "eco

nomic necessities" and to avoid direct
mention of the obvious miliiary motives
inherent in the changes that are being
made. Sen. William Proxmirc babbled

on about the need for "fiscal responsi
bility in space" and "getting the most
efficiency" for our space dollar. How
the questions get set up is' always an
education. In this case it is "dollars for
the space program vs. dollars for other
things" (which in itself is a lie, since
many dollars are being speni for iniliia-
rily useful aspects of the space pro
gram). But when it comes to weapons
the argument is set up differenily; the
"sides" are, "Will this weapons system
or that one really match us up best
againsi the Russians?". Pro.xmire went
on to whine thai it was lime lo stop
messing around with costly space explo
ration projects and get down on the
"earth applications" of the space pro
gram—all for the greater benefit of
mankind, naturally!

Just how "richly rewarding" the im
perialists hope the Space Shuttle will
prove and precisely which/'carth appli
cations" Proxmirc wa.s talking about
are, of course, already well known. The
shuttle, it is hoped, will be an orbiting
battle .station that will provide a vast ar
ray of military-services—destroying So
viet satellites and/or missiles with parli-
cle-beam weapons now being research
ed, servicing U.S. saieilitcs and other
space weapons, more efficiently spying
on "enemy" activity, and, if feasible,
launching nuclear, or even convention
al. warheads toward the Soviets from
space. This is all to be approached
under the same hypocritical pretense as
before of "expanding man's horizons,"
only this time with these horizons pro
perly adjusted down to the concept of
possible manned landings within the
borders of the Soviet empire!

Dinosaurs Speak

If any evidence were needed that the
U.S. rulers' space plans are being moti
vated not by the thirst of the masses for
knowledge ofthe origins of man and
the universe, but rather the thirst of
vampires to divide up the limited con
fines of the earth for plunder, a few
subsequent remarks by Proxmirc were
really quite an exposure. "We have
been thrilled by space," he said, "but
space has to make sacrifices like every
one else." This comical aiicmpf to ex
tend the U.S. rulers' "beli-tighlcning"
argument, usually reserved for man, in
to the distant regions of the cosmos,
reveals the incredible narrowness of the
outlook of the imperialists, their utter
contempt for the objective existence of
the universe quite independent of ihem-
selve.s and their futile expectation that
this reality and its laws will somehow
magically accommodate itself to the
dictates of the puny imperialist rulers of

Cunllnuedun page 9
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Carl Sagan's COSMOS

y

The Great Red Spot of Jupiter, a monumental storm which has survived
for centuries.

Entropy and IMegentropy
The following iviis siihiniiied as pan

of the coniifiuittg discussion and debate
in the RW on the scientific and
philosophical questions raised by Carl
Sagan's Cosmos. The author writes:
"Enclosed is a paper I wrote fairly
recently... there are sections of it which
speak directly to the points raised in the
iitst letter in the 'Cosmos' series. " (The
last letter appeared in RW No. II7J
These sections have been excerpted. .-Ij
with other correspondetice in this dicus-
Sinn, the RW doesn't necessarily agree
with the I'/fwi developed in the paper,
but ivt? welcome the contribution and
encourage re.sponse to ihe.se points, as
well as others.

Marxists believe thai all phenomena
in the universe (including the so-called
"forces" of nature) can be reduced to
matter in motion, and the properties
possessed thereby. The regularities of
behavior exhibited by different classes

of objects—these are the laws of ,
nature. All laws of nature suffer from

one or all of ihe following limitations.
I) They apply only to a specific sphere
of matter, or to events lasting for a cer
tain period of duration. 2) They apply
only 10 a specific period in the develop
ment of the universe.' 3) Under certain
conditions, laws can be superceded by
other laws. The laws of nature are not
absolute becau.se the properties on
which they re.si are not absolute. Mai
ler. and the properiie.s of matter, are
constantly changing, and hence the laws
of nature change with them. The only
property of matter that does not change
(and which indeed is the source of all
change) i.s the self-contradictory
character of matter.

This gives rise to one law that is ab
solute—the law of the unity of op-
positcs. Another way of formulating
this law would be to say that there is a
universal tendency for matter to seek

equilibrium. Discquilifariiim equals con
tradiction (a unity of opposites). The
constant resolution of contradictions
(through the struggle of opposites) is an
expression of matter (in all its myriad
forms, and through innumerable dif
ferent pathways) seeking to attain this
equilibrium. But for every contradic
tion resolved, a new one arises (or exists
somewhere else, or in some other
aspect). Another way of formulating
this would be to say that there is a
perpetual tendency in the universe for
poicniial energy to be transformed into
kinetic energy. As one scientist put it,
"The tendency for energy to 'break
out' and escape away into the surround
ing environment is always evident."
But potential energy and kinetic energy
are not exclusive opposites. Even the
differential between the quantities of
kinetic energy in different pans of the
same thermodynamic system can con
stitute that system's poienital energy.

leading inevitably to a state of max
imum entropy, as occurs with gas
molecules in a closed vessel.
The breakdown of massive particles

into less massive panicles, and likewise
with atoms—these are all manifesta

tions of the same tendency. So also,
paradoxically, is the negentrbpy of life
since this results from the proclivities of
certain proteins to form non-covaleni
bonds with other compounds (all
chemical reactions are an expression of
this law),..

As mentioned earlier, there is a
universal tendency for MATTER to
seek equilibrium. How this occurs
depends on the particular mode or level
of matter one is investigating. As sug
gested earlier, this sometimes leads lo
an eniropic result; at. other times, to a
negeniropic result. Energy, associated
in the form of mass, represents poten
tial energy. Within any system of mat
ter, the principal contradiction is
always represented by the opposition of
an associative force and a dissociative
force. The associative force iS responsi
ble for the potential energy of the
system (for holding It together); ■ the
dissociative force for transforrhing that
potential energy into kinetic energy.

Nothing much is known about the
specific contradictions inhering in lep-
tons, quarks, or hadrons, except their
"color" charge is responsible for
holding hadrons together. With atoms,
the contradiction is between the elec
tromagnetic attraction exerted on the
electrons by the protons, and the kinetic
energy of the electrons (centrifugal
force) seeking to escape from the atirac-
liomof the protons.' With atoms, the
propensity for electrons to escape leads,
in the appropriate conditions, not to the
atoms' disintegration, but to their
association into more complex and
more massive entities—into molecules

of a qualitatively new substance (a com
pound). Hence, the result is negen
iropic. The process by which this occurs
takes different forms, and a detailed
discussion of it is beyond the scope of
this paper (see any chemistry textbook
on the formation of covaleni and non-
covalent bonds). Chemical compounds,
which vary widely in their degree of
stability or lack thereof, are also bound
together by .various electrical forces,
and also disintegrate, either spon
taneously or with an irijectlon of
energy, due to the kinetic energy
(dissociative tendencies) of their atomic
components. Though as with atoms,
their internal contradictions may also
result in the formation of more complex
chemical aggregates....

Entropy and Negcnlropy

Thus, these two tendencies—towards
entropy, and towards greater complexi
ty of organization, have a common root
(the tendency towards equilibrium)
which is, productive of different results
depending on the specific properties of
the matter involved. Thus entropy and
negentropy form a unity of opposites.'
In the sphere of inorganic matter, the
former is clearly principal; with life and
consciousness, the latter is clearly prin-

Ctinlinucd on page 12

Ciinliiiued I'rum page 8

eanh. No, Mr. Proxmire, "space" is
not reducible (o- the U.S. imperialist
space program.
The actual dinosaur mentality of

these imperialists and the purely prag
matic content of their "pursuit of
knowledge" was strikingly revealed as
Proxfnire further blurted out: "Space is
vast. The planets will be there for a
long, long time. We don't have to rush
out there." At this point, noted astro
nomer Carl Sagan—also on the pro
gram to explain rhe discoveries Voyager
was making—could not help but reply
in disgust; "Yes, space will be there,
but will we still be here? The two ques
tions arc linked together." Particularly
in the context of this unbridled display
of know-nothitigncss and excuses for
the U.S.'s military plans, as well as the
general atmosphere of "neutroii fever"
the imperialists have been whipping up
lately, Sagan's retort was quite wel
come.

What is apparent from the U.S. rul
ers' latest raancuverings on the question
of planetary exploration is that man's
quest for knowledge of the universe is
not something that proceeds in a

straight line, nor is it a "disinterested"
endeavor removed from "mundane"
affairs of state. While the struggle for
scientific experiment has its own laws
and contradictions and will certainly
continue (and blossom in unprecedented
ways) in future communist society after
governments and all class distinctions
have been wiped away, it is no less true
that under the present conditions of
society divided into opposing classes, it
is, like everything else, definitely a pan
of and ultimately determined by the class
struggle.

Beyond the fact that this latest wave
of anti-scientific philistinism is obviously
being unleashed by the U.S. rulers to
focus resources on more "useful" war
preparations, it must also be said that
not only is the prospect of further explo
ration of outer space increa.singly useless
to them at this time, but increasingly
threatening to (hem ideologically as well.
While the data received from Voyager I I
is still being sifted, weighed and assimi
lated, as Sagan pointed out it is possible
that Saturn and its ring system may be a
kind of "galaxy in miniature" whose in
ternal dynamics could reveal much
about the process by which our entire

Milky Way Galaxy .was originally form
ed on a grand scale (i.e. a central core
surrounded by flat spiral-like planes
composed^of billions of stars). Further
study might provide imponani clues to
the origins of our particular solar sys
tem as well.

Along with this, the discovery that one
of Saturn's moons is engulfed in an "or
ganic rain" added new impetus to the
possibility that life exists on planets
other than earth. As an article in the
New York Times (naturally shoved back
onto page 14) explained, by comparing
the results of various space probes to
Venu.s, Mars and now Saturn, scientists
are beginning to recognize "how crucial
the Earth's location relative to the sun is
for conditions of life." Quoting Dr.
Murray, they note that planets in similar
positions around solar-type .stars "must
be watery planets capable of supporting
life. Others have intuitively grasped this,
but we didn't have the evidence until
now." Not only is all this a threat to the
current creationist offensive with spon
sorship at the highest levels and the
various other biblical theories peddled
to the ignorant on the origins of earth
and man, but it is a dangerous challenge

to their whole incredibly vain, egocentric
and metaphysical supposition that man
is the center of the universe, and, within
thai, that they (as present rulers of men)
and their system must necessarily repre
sent the highest order of being and the
ultimate manifestation of human socie

ty.

Certainly the fact that the U.S.. impe
rialists have taken the historic occasion
of man's most exciting achievement in
space exploration as an opportunity to
announce a halt to such .endeavors
proves just the opposite. What Voyager
II and (he many space probes before it
have shown is not only the great ad
vances in mankind's knowledge, but also
that this knowledge is far from complete
and is challenged to ever higher ascent
by a changing and inexhaustible uni
verse. Ideological dinosaurs.'juSt don't
measure up. n
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RESISTANCE NEWS
FROM IRAN

_ _ _ L '

According lo ihe reports the Pft-' has
recently received from Iran, the ground
that the IRP-Khomeini regime is stand
ing on is getting shakier and shakier.
Resistance among the masses is break
ing out in many places and is taking
varied forms, much of it organized and
led by the revolutionary Moslem Mo-
jahadeen and Marxist-Leninist organi
zations.

Since the outbreak of sharp fighting
in June it has become clear that the
IRP's bid to monopolize power and
crush the revolutionary forces in one
swoop has not succeeded—even the few
incidents that have made their way into
the Western press demonstrate this. For
example, a squad of Mojahadecn guer
rillas, wearing uniforms of the Pasda-
ran (the regime's militia), recently mar
ched into (he Pasdaran headquarters in
north Tehran—which used to be one of
the Shah's resort palaces—and opened
fi re with RFG anti-tank rockets.
Casualty figures were not released, but
observers reported ambulances moving
dead and wounded out of the building
hours after the assault. All lasi ,week
there were reports of armed clashes in
Tehran between revolutionaries and
Pa.sdaran. including one battle last
Thursday (hat went on for a
day—which points to intense fighting,
not jus( "raids" on "guerrilla hide
outs."

So far the government's all-out
counter-revolutionary assault on the
masses has cost it much more than it
has gained. Mass dragnets and execu
tions have increasingly taken place right
on the streets wiihoui even bothering to
arrest and put suspected opponents of
the regime on trial. In some places, par
ticularly where the revolutionary forces
arc not strong enough to hit back
decisively, this has succeeded in tem
porarily suppressing the masses.
Overall, though, the bestial crimes com
mitted by the regime have swelled the
ranks of the resistance. For instance, in
Tehran the authorities have started
pulling bodies of Mojahadeen and
others out of cemetaries, dragging them
through the streets announcing that
these "monafaghin" (traitors to Islam)
cannot be buried in "Mo.s1em cemeta
ries." Children as young as 3 and 4
years old have been executed for shout
ing anti-IRP slogans in the streets.
After a fight in the streets of Jahrom.
two young Mojahadeen supporters who
had been injured were taken to a local
hospital. As one of them, still un
conscious, was being operated on, a
group of Pasdaran burst into the
operating room and announced that the
Mojahed had been condemned to death
and that they'd come to "finish the
job." The doctors and nurses tried to
stop them, but they viciously executed
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him right on the operating table. The
surgeon was reported to have been in
shock for three days afterwards. As for
the second injured Mojahed, who knew
he would be executed next, he managed
to write and smuggle out a letter to his
friends, telling them to carry on the
struggle against the government and the
agents of the superpowers inside the
IRP.

Many factories have turned into
hotbeds of political struggle, pitting
revolutionary and progressive workers
against managers and the IRP-ied
Islamic Associations that supposedly
represent the workers, in the city of
Ahwaz in southern Iran, demonstra
tions of up to 1,000 workers from a
number of steel plants have been held
recently. In one mill, several hundred
workers got organized, drew up'a set of
demands calling for the overthrow of
the IRP government, attacked
Ayaiollah Khomeini for leading the at
tacks on the people, and kicked the
Islamic Association out of the plant.
The authorities and their Pasdaran
siormtroopers counier-ailacked, ar
resting 13 leaders of the workers, while
a number of other well-known militant
workers escaped and went under
ground.

In the poverty-stricken villages sur
rounding Ahwaz, a.s well, there have
been a series of demonstrations against
the regime involving hundreds of
peasants from several villages; and, as in
the cities, the youth in the villages have
been especially active. While one of
these demonstrations was going on (the
location of which had been secretly
changed to throw off the Pasdaran).
nearly every door in the village was left
open, just in case the crowd needed to
disperse quickly. In one of these
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villages, the local Pasdaran head
quarters was taken over and disarmed.

Mass resignations from the Pasdaran
have been continuing. 80 Pasdars
recently quit in the city of Sliiraz, and
several dozen resigned in Kermanshah
(at the southern boundary of
Kurdesian) after witnessing the brutal
execution of a number of Mojahadeen.
Political ferment and struggle inside the
regular armed forces has not died down
either. The air force has been almost
totally grounded since the end of July.
A committee of reactionary mullahs is
now supervising the air force, and 3 of
ficers have been executed and 200
airmen arrested in the wake of the
escape of Bani-Sadr and Mojahadeen
leader Rajavi from an air force base
near Tehran at the end of July.
Already, sections of the regime's reac
tionary armed forces arc beginning to
fracture—a process that will accelerate
as they face an Increasingly conscious
and organized armed people.

Another important development is
that large groups of youth from cities in
the north near the Caspian Sea, which
have been strongholds of support for
the Mojahadeen and the Left, have
taken to the neighboring forests and
mountains to start up guerrilla warfare.
Several hundred youth have reportedly
done so from Astara, 400 from Rezvan-
shah. This is a sign that the revolu
tionary struggle is beginning to move to
a higher level in some parts of the coun
try, and that even spontaneously sec
tions of the masses, including in the
rural areas, are preparing to carry on
protracted armed struggle against the
reactionary regime, and to press for
ward' in making the "second Iranian
revolution"—as many in Iran are
already beginning to callii. □
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The story of the state's retaliation for

the burning of an American flag in St.
Louis is still unfolding. I was recently
ordered to an Informal hearing before
the Olstrici Court judge in SI. Louis tor
a "renegotiation" of my bond 'condi
tions.

At the high point of the bourgeoisie's
patriotic frenzy over Ihe embassy
seizure in Iran, three weeks after their
spy nest was taken over, supporters of
Ihe RCP held a demonslralion in St.
Louis to support the Iranian revolution
and the taking of the hostages/spies.
To help draw a clear line of interna
tionalist demarcation, an American flag
was burned. Rich Bangert and I were ar
rested two months later and charged
not with flag desecralfon, but with the
destruction of federal property, namely
one flag missing from In front of the
federal building. Rich was charged with
stealing the flag. We were convicted
and sentenced to one year and $1,000
each for the flag burning and Rich was
sentenced to 6 months and $1,000 for
the theft. Two appeals lo the Federal
Appeals Court upheld the convictions.
Now there is a writ of certiorarl before
the U.S. Supreme Court demanding
they hear the case.

The day Rich and I were sentenced in
March, 1980, we were placed on an un-
supervlsefl bond, meaning we didn't
have to reporl in to the parole officers.
Several weeks after Ihe recent RW arti
cle (No. 101), right after we filed the writ
of certiorarl, and after some letters had
been sent to the Supreme Court suppor
ting our appeal, the judge decided that

we should be put back on a supervised
bond. I had moved to another city, so
the parole office arranged for me lo
report to the parole office In that city.

Tfien a few weeks ago my lawyer In
formed me that the judge was "up In
arms" that I had moved. He ordered me
to appear at an Informal hearing In his
courtroom on August 10. The judge told
the lawyer that he heard "third or fourth
hand" lhat I had plans to "escape the
country" via Canada before the
Supreme Court decision.

At the informal hearing the judge ad
monished my lawyer for advising me
lhat I didn't need to receive permission
from the parole officer before moving.
Then, after the parole office said I had
fully cooperated with them, the judge
said he was not happy with the bond
requirements, and sent me lo the
magistrate judge for a readjusimeni of
Ihe conditions.

They were apparently more than "not
■happy." The bond was changed from
$1,000 with no money posted to $15,000
cash or surety; I have to report in parson
twice a week to a parole officer; I can
not travel outside of Ihe St. Louis
metropolitan area or wllhin 100 miles of
my new residence Inside the United
Stales; and I had lo forfeit my passport.

More is Involved here than a routine
violation of bond condillons. I've called
In. reporled in, elc. as required, so there
has been no "appearance of flight."
Rather, the stale was looking for an ex
cuse to meet our refusal lo back down
from the internaifonaiisl position with
repression.. .

Alan-Kandel
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Iranian Revolutionary Testifies At War Crimes Tribunal

U.S. Death-Dance in Iran:

The Last 30 Years
ThefoHowng is tesfmony presented

at the Chicago hearings of the Mass
Proletarian War Crimes Tribunal of
U.S. Imperialism by Mohammed, a
member of the Iranian Students Asso
ciation. U.S. Mohammed also served as
a member of the panel for the Chicago
Tribunal hearings. This testimony was
transcribed from tape by the Tribunal.

I am going to speak here to the major
point; and incidents which have hap
pened since 1950 and how the U.S. got
involved in and penetrated Iran since
1950. post-World War 2.
After World War 2, U.S. imperial

ism. which was basically unmolested
and economically strong, assumed the
leadership of the imperialist camp. The
U.S. rose to stand up against the then-
socialist Soviet Union and the entire

camp of socialism. The suppression of
national liberation movements in semi-
feudal, dependent countries became
also an important issue for U.S. impe
rialism to deal with, tactically and
strategically. National liberation move
ments in backward countries posed
grave duties before U.S. imperialism.
Imperialist theoreticians tried to design
their own plot in backward countries
such as in Iran In order to put an end to
the democratic revolution and to end

the liberation movements and to end
another repeat of North Vietnam and

.China in the late 1940s. The question of
land reform for the oppressed peasants
of backward countries is a very sensitive
issue. Either the proletariat is able to
win over the uniiy of miilions of the op
pressed peasantry and defeat the impe
rialists and local reactionaries such as

{was done) in China, North Korea, and
North Vietnam, or the bourgeoisie im
plements its plan in deceiving the pea
santry and in delaying the revolution
such as what happened in Iran, post-
World War 2. Therefore, the land re
form initiated in Iran for the first time
in the late '40s was an alternative to the

democratic revolution initiated by the
proletariat in backward countries.
President Truman presented the

Point 4 program, part of which consti
tuted land reform, in 1949. It was the

beginning of U.S. penetration and
domination as the main imperialist
power in Iran. Of course, in 1947, the
revolutionary leader of the Kurdish
people, Ghazi Mohammed, was execut
ed by the U.S.

As today, Kurdestan was the bastion
of national liberation movements at the
time. The court minister of the ex-Shah
and one of the biggest criminals in Iran
participated in a series of conferences in

Wisconsin and in California discussing
the implementation of land reform in
Iran. During Truman's presidency
several, imperialist experts were sent to
Iran whose function was basically
supp'ressing and monitoring the peasan
try in the rural area. In 1951 Mossadegh
came to power. At this lime still
England was the dominant imperialist
force in Iran exploiting Iran's oil
resources. A popular anti-British strug
gle heightened, and hundreds of
thousands of Iranians were drawn into'
the political arena. Mossadegh was the
representative of the national bourgeoi
sie with its own class character and

weaknesses. At the beginning, U.S. im
perialism didn't mind a struggle of the
Iranian people and Mossadegh against
the British-owned oil companies. They
were hoping (hat (he British would
weaken their position and let the new ex
ploiters, U.S. imperialism, take over. But
ihings didn't turn out as the U.S. had
wished. British oil experts and exploiters
were thrown out and (he Iranian people
defied and demonstrated against (he me.s-
sengcr boy of President Truman. Averill
Harriman. Nearly a dozen oil workers
were gunned down while demonstrating
and opposing his mission to Iran. As
soon as U.S. imperialism felt a danger
(hey decided to share the loot, their
plan, and the outcome of their losses or

gains. In July T952 Mossadegh, who
was extremely popular, was dismissed
as Premier, and a known agent of Bri
tish imperialism was assigned as Prime
Minister by the Shab to form a cabinet.
This was a big insult to millions of Iran
ians. Therefore, hundreds of thousands
flooded the streets and shouted "Down
with the Prime Minister" and "We

want Mossadegh." They defied the ar
my tanks and the soldiers' bullets.

Thou.sands were gunned down, but
more and more unarmed people storm
ed the streets. The Shah and the im
perialists were forced to retreat. The
July 1952 uprising had been a great vic
tory by the masses! The premiership
lasted two days and Mossadegh was re
stored to power. The British and U.S.
imperialism were like wounded .snakes.
They were secretly plotting and await
ing for a proper lime to overthrow Mos
sadegh. A little over one year on the
16th of August, (he Shah and his mas
ters put. to work their plan for a coup
involving Kermii Roosevelt and
Shaman the Brainless. (This man led a
group which is a forerunner of the pre
sent knife-wielding and club-wielding
Hesbollahi, who are very active, and
any revolutionary they see right now
Ihey would shoot them on the spot.
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COSMOS
Continued from page 9
dpal.* However, in ihe universe as a
whole, the lendency towards entropy is
prcdomiftani. if only for quaniiiaiivc
reasons. To quote Victor Weisskopf;

"Every step to higher differentiation
in this development requires an abun
dant amount of less differentiated
material."
/

ami

. .increaseof 'order' in a living struc
ture is always accompanied by a
decrease of order in the sustaining en
vironment," (Knowledge and Wonder)

Thi.s predominance of entropy has
led .some scienii.si.s (indeed, the majori
ty) to prophecy the end of the universe,
based on one or the other of the follow
ing scenarios. I) The assumed
predominance of kinetic energy in the
universe over potential energy (gravity)
will lead to the continued recession of
galaxies away from one another until
eventually the matter in the universe
becomes so diffuse, and everything
becomes so cold, that not enough
kinetic energy (in the consiiiueni pans
of the galaxies) will be available to
power any transformations or interac
tions. 2) That as stars run out of energy
(which leaks out into space, thus
becoming extremely dispersed) and
become dormant, a state of thermal
equilibrium will resuii, and the whole
universe will become a cosmic

graveyard of burned out stars.
Actually, upon further considera

tion, it can be seen that these two
-sccnario.s cancel one another out. The
reason is thai as stars lose energy, they
eventually collapse, and. depending on
their .si/e, their contraction isevoiiiualiy
halted by various countervailing forces
(the strong force repulsion between
neutrons m neutron stars). However, in
the case of stars over a certain threshold

of size, it is believed that the force of
gravitational collapse is .such thai no
physical force can withstand it,
resulting in the formaiioi) of black
holes, which approach zero volume and
inllnite density. These black holes act
like cosmic vacuum cleaners—sucking
up cosmic debris by virtue of the in
credible intensity of iheir gravitational
fields. Thus, it could be iinagincd thai
i)ie formation of these holes would
resiili in offsetting the expansion of
various regions of space, eveniualty
resuliiiig in the contraction of the"
universe as a whole. If this were (he
case, the universe would not expand
Ibrcvcr, or slowly stagnate, but would
undergo a con-siani cycle of e.xpansioii
and coniraciion.

However, even among scientists who
arc willing to admit the I'ca-sibiliiy of
such a model, a new constraint has
ari.sen. According lo various calcuia-
lions. if the universe were undergoing a
constani cycle of expansion and col
lapse. then. ri>r extremely complex
reasons, its entropy (specifically the
ratio between particles and photons, or
between matter and radiation) in each
new cycle would increase slightly with
each expansion. Thus, even in an
oscillating model, the universe could
still be envisioned as cvciiiually grin
ding to a halt. Undoiibiodiy, this con
straint will be resolved as well. Man's
struggle (or that of other conscitms be
ings) for absolute knowledge is as iii-
I'iiiiie as the universe iixclf. and ii is the

opinion of Marxists iliai neither will
ever come to an end (though there will
be inicrvcning periods in wliich con
scious life is destroyed). Referring to
scenario number two. Engcis writes;

"What becomes of all this enormous
quantity of heat? Is it for ever
dissipated in iheaiiempi to heat univer
sal space, has it ceased to exist praciical-
Iv. and docs it only coniinitc to exist

Correction

In Ihe arncte -U.S. Preps Atlantic Ar
mada" (HIV IVo. 118) an incorrect figure
was given for the number of ships involv
ed A lofal of 250 sfiips are involved in
Ihe maneuvers, mctuding the entire U.S.
Atlantic lleet-

iheoretically. in the tact that universal
.space has become warmer by a decimal
fraction of a degree beginning with ten
or more noughts? The indestructibility
of motion forbids such an assumption,
but it allows the possibility thai by the
successive failing into one another of
the bodies of the univer.sc all existing
mechanical motion will be convened in
to heat and the latter radiated into
space, so that in spite of all 'indcsiruc-
libiJiiy of force' all motion in general
would have ceased. Hence we arrive at
the conclusion that in some way. which
it will later be the task of scientific
research to dcmonsiraic, the heat
radiated into space must be able to
become transformed into another form
of motion, in which it can once more be
stored up and rendered active. .. .It is
an cie.rnal cycle in which manor moves,
a cycle that certainly only completes its

orbit in periods of time lor which our
terrestrial year is no adequate measure, a
cycle in which the time of highest
development, the time of organic, life
and still more of beings conscious of
nature and of themselves, is just as nar
rowly restricted as the space in which
life and self-consciousness come into
operation; a cycle in which every finite
mode of existence of matter, whether it
be sun or nebular vapor, single animal
or genus of animals, chemical combina
tion or dis.sociation, is equally tran
sient. and wherein nothing is eternal but
eternally changing, ciernally moving
matter." (TheDiateciksoj'Numre) □

Fdoinoie.s

1. There U increa.sing evidence thai even
the most "ba.sic" laws and forces of na
ture arc historically enndittoncd—that
is, ihcy evolved and only made their

appearance at a specific stage in the uni
verse's expansion.

2 . It should be noted that the formation of
aiom.s is itself an expre.s.sion of the
tendency of matter to move towards
equilibrium—the deficit of po.siiive cice-
iriciiy reprc.scnicd by the electrons and
Ihe .surplus of po.sitivc clceiriciiy
represented by the protons lead to the
one being drawn towards the other.

3 . Foi; one thing, the energy lost to one
system often provides the external con-
di'iion (the impetus) for the growth of
complexity in another .system (as in life,
and in cndolhermic reactions) or in a
specific pan of ih^.same system (as with
the formaiion of heavier elements in the
interior of stars).

*1 . This change is closely connected with
the predominance of closed (but not
i.solaied) .systems at the inorganic level,
and of open systems at the level of life
and above.

1,000 Attack South
African Parliament
Buiiding

T'onllnitcii from page .3
The "homelands policy" and the ac

companying influx control and pass
laws have always been deeply hated and
opposed by the masses of Azanian peo
ple. Since I960 more than 3 million
blacks have been forcibly re-seilied in
the homelands, and according to of
ficial government figure.s today just
about SO<Vo of black Azanians reside in
the bantusians. The banlusians
themselves had never been accepted as
legiiimaic by ihe mas.ses of Azanian
people. In fact they have been widely
exposed as holding pens and dumping
grounds for black people. Even the
bourgeois liberal opposition in South
Africa refers to the homeland.s. parti
cularly the "independent" ones as
"joke countries." The conditions in the
homeland.s are abhorrent; poverty,
unemployment, starvation and disease
are rampant. The homelands were carv
ed t)iit of the remotest, most undevelop
ed and barren wastelands in South
Africa. In the eyes of the apartheid
regime the homelands serve as yet
another way to control and repress the
political opposition of the Azanian peo
ple. Although three of the homelands
have declared their "independence"
and the other seven are .supposedly pro-
gres.sing towards this status, it is no
secret that all of the homelands are
politically, economically and militarily
controlled by the apartheid regime. For
the iTuist pan the homelattds serve as
"turf" for variou.s warlords and
gangsters to rule over and as kingdoms
for tribal chiefs. One of the most out-
siandmg examples of what the "inde
pendent" homelands means to iftc Aza
nian people is the Transkci. Ihe first of

Ihe homelands to be granted "Indepen
dence." Transkci relies on the apartheid
regime for 80% of its revenue and only
produces one-third of the amount of
food necessary to feed the people being
held there. Although Transkei, and
other homelands, maintained a good
deal of the repressive legislation from
the apartheid regime, still these areas
have not escaped the struggle of the
Azanian people-. In order to deal with
this situation in Transkei, Ronald Reed-
Daly was recently hired as Ihe com
mander of Transkei's army. Reed-
Daley, the former commander of the
Selous Scouts in Rhodesia (Ian Smith's
elite terrorist commandos), will preside
over what is widely recognized as
Transkei's own internal security police.

Despite South Africa's foriied resei-
" ilemenis, deportations and, laws,

millions of Azanian people continue to
leave the bantustans and stream into the
urban areas. These people include many
women searching for work and the
families of men employed in the urban
areas. In order to stop this "illegal"
flow of "immigrants" the apartheid
regime has employed a whole battery of
laws, police raids and ".shotgun depor-
laiion iicarings" and has in.siituicci a
deliberate freeze on housing for blacks
in areas such as Capetown. As a conse
quence, familick of black laborers are
forced to take up residence in xqua--
lid and overcrowded hostels. Those
unable to settle in a hostel often .set up
.squatter s camps in empty lots next to
or inside of the black townships, openly
declaring their refusal to return to the
bantustans. There arc roughly one
million of these squatters throughout

South Africa today.
It was this situation that gave rise to

the recent squatter battle in Capetown.
On July 13th South African police
began a series of raids on hostels in
Nyanga and Langa townships, evicting
and arresting over 1,000 "illegal"
residents. Despite the constant raids,
jailings, fines and deportation orders
leveled against the "illegal" residents,
first hundreds, then thousands, refused
10 leave and instead .set up a .squaiier.s'
camp. Numerous police raids were car
ried out against the camp, including one
on August JIth in which the police not
only burnt Ihe camp down and arrested
the squatters, but set up an armed
guard and dug trenches around the
camp to prevent a re-occupation. Still
the .squaiicrs returned. Roadblocks were
set up to prevent the delivery of food
and supplies to the squatters from out
side supporters. Again the squatters
returned, eventually quadrupling in
number. On Aycusi 19 the South
African rulers launched their massive
police raid and enforced deportation.
Immediately following the deiiioiition
of the squatters' camp, over 1,000
demonstrators, mostly white, attemp
ted to storm the parliament building in
Capetown in protest against the arrests,
and were only held off by the use of
squads of South African riot police and
attack dogs.

The South African rulers are lashing
GUI wildly in every direction against the
Azanian people. Bui no matter which
way it turns, the apartheid regime is con
stantly confroniccJ with its own vulnera
bility and the .spectre of ii.s crumbling
rtilc. I I

Atlanta
< otiitniii'il friiii] iiugi' I
tried to deliver a pretty little package
with the arre.si of Williams and totally
obscure their own muck. But there are
more than a few blemishes on this
package, and while the full .significance
of what follows is not yet clear, what is
obvious is that the "lone killer"
theory—projected about Williams—is
completely bogus. Lei's lake a look at
some of these blemishes in a ca.se we are
to believe is "solved," and just some of
the din that won't wash off the hands
of (he authorities.

Late last month, District Airorney
Lewis Slaion presented "secret
evidence" in documem.s sealed even
from the eyes of the defense attorneys.
This resulted in a .second murder indict
ment against Williaims. for the murder
of Jimmy Payne. But the OA's office
.suddenly realized that it might have
more ihan,a little trouble convincing a
jury that Williams killed Payne when
Payne's death certificate didn't say that
he'd been killed at all! The death cer
tificate said that Payne was a "possible

drowning" victim, and that the cause of
death was undetermined. Not to be
deterred by this contradiction, the .state
simply u.sed Ihe resources at its com
mand, Within two days, the medical ex
aminer, Dr. Saki, revealed that he had
"goofed" when filling out the death
certificate on Payne that had been plac
ed in the pUblic record. Of cour.se, he
says that all along the copies filed away
at his office had read that Payne had
died from "probable asphyxia." So the
good doctor simply wrote a new one for
the public record.

What's going on here? And what's
going cm wiili the disappearance of
Charles Watson? Watson, 24, vanished
the same time Williams was arrested.
He had been serving time for robbery at
the Middle Georgia Correctional Com
plex in Hardwick and was transferred
to ihe Cobb County Jail near Atlanta in
late May to help the police find two
men who were po.ssible suspects in the
youth murders. Watson, who had pass
ed lie detector and hypnosis icsi.s on in
formation he revealed to Ihe police con
cerning the killings was released from
the Cobb Jail every night for three
weeks in took for ihc.se suspects. He

wa.s followed by detectives at all times.
But on Ihe eve of the arrest of Williams,
Wai.son disappeared. He has not been
seen since, and, of course, neither has
his suspect. A coincidence? While it is
not known for sure what happened to
Wat.son, and the police maintain that he
simply split, the whole affair smells like
some clean-up operation in which the
police, the FBI or .someone decided to
dispose of any evidence that proved
contradictory to (he "lone suspect"
Wayne Williams ca.se. Wai.son's family
denied that he had ever talked of flee
ing, and given the fact that he had less
than a year's time-to serve on his
sentence, it seems unlikely that he
would have simply left town.

Next we come-to some din which
originates at a curious source, namely
one Chet Detilinger. Deiilinger is a
former Atlanta Police Department Ma
jor. a raci.si ex-pig who was fired along
with several of his cronies in the aficr-
maih of an inier-dcparimeni dispute
several years ago. He has since done a
stint in Wa.shington, D.C. a.s a Law En
forcement Assistance Administration
(LEAA) officer and has recently been

('iii)lliiiictt ml puge 1.3
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Atlanta
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giving a series of pubiic lectures about
the Atlanta murders in his capacity as a
police science professor at Georgia
State University. Deitlinger's own role
in ail this is highly que.stionable, to say
the least, his information .seemingly
designed to embarrass and discredit old
enemies now in power in City Hall.
Some of what he has said is bullshit, but
some of the facts he has revealed have
been checked out and are true.

It turns out that the police fabricated
a lot of evidence. In retrospect, it's
clear that this was done in order to fit

certain murders into whatever line was

being run by the authorities at the par
ticular lime. For example. Aaron
Wyches, 10 years old, was murdered in
June, 1980. Wyches* body was found
beside a railroad track, directly under
an overpass, at a time when the ofriciai
line was that there were no "series of

murders" of Black youth. His body wa.s
the first to be found outside the Fulton

County line, and the De Kalb County
officials ruled that Wyches' death was
"accidental," thai the youth had mere
ly toppled from the bridge. The pro
blem is that the bridge is almost im
possible to fall off, with a 2-foot high
concrete wall topped by two guard rails.
And Wyches' body was in a carefully
laid out position beiow, with no broken
bone.s. While Deitlinger used this exam
ple to lambasi the Task Force (set up
last year by the present administration),
it could hardly be held accountable for
this lie, since there was no Task Force at
that lime (which was also a part of the
line that the murders were not con

nected), The "accidental" death siory
was actually put out under the leader
ship of Dick Hand, the white police
chief of Dc Kalb (and a close personal
friend of Deitlinger's). Every news
source printed this lie as the truth, and
some continue to do so to this day.
Of course, the Task Force has been

responsible for the same kind of
"evidence" in its investigation. The
body of Patrick Rogers, 15, was found
floating in the Chattahoochec River in
December of 1980. Throughout
November and December, there was a
pronounced effort to convince the
public that the string of murders had
stopped. Things were particularly tense
because only weeks earlier the day care
center at the Bowen Homes housing pro
ject had exploded, killing four Black
youth and one teacher. Most associated
the explosion with ihe murders.
The Task Force naturally denied thai

Ihe death of Patrick Rogers had
anything to do with the other 15 already
under Investigation. To bolster the idea,
(he police claimed that Rogers had most
likely been killed in the proce.ss of robb
ing someone. Why was this line of
reasoning introduced? Logically
because, according to police, Rogers
was already wanted on a warrant for
robbery. This was true and widely
reported in the press. There was indeed
a warrant. But the warrant had been
written two days after Rogers had been
reported missing and, as it turns out,
murdered! And more, family and
friends told the RW that to their
knowledge, the police did not even at
tempt to serve any warrant, even
though the body was not found for
several more days.
But neither of these stories could

make it when all the lies exploded back
in the authorities' faces with the brutal
escalation of the murders, as bodies
continued to be found with clockwork
precision for many more months. Both
Wyches' and Rogers' names were added
to the Task Force lisi months after they
had been killed, and after any real
evidence was long gone.

In the case of Alfred Evans, 13, the
second child to die, and ihe first to die
from "probable asphyxia." the body
was supposedly identified by dental
records. But his body did not have a
pierced ear, which Evans' mother inr
sisi.s he had, and to this day it is not
known exactly who is buried in Evans'
grave. To questions about the iden
tification of Evans, the medical ex
aminer, Dr. Stivers, loid the RW that
there was "no contention that he had a
pierced ear" and that "his family ac-

NOTICE:

The San Francisco Poster Brigade's Anti-WWIII intematlonailst
Art Show, having previously appeared In the Bay Area, Los Angeles,
and Tucson, Arizona just completed a successful showing In New
York, the center of American Imperialist culture. The exhibit of near
ly 2,000 works, contributed by hundreds of artists from 46 countries,
Including from both the U.S. and Soviet blocs, was viewed by 4,000
people at Ihe gallery of the Parsons School of Design. This show Is
a collection of rebelilous poster art from at! over the world.

While we understand that poster art does not exhaust the field of
activity of revolutionary and progressive artists, nor certainly the
necessity tor art felt by the broad masses of people, all those
engaged In the creation of poster art should struggle to make
contributions to this show, which Is sill! possible.

Furthermore, the success of the Poster Brigade's efforts at
poputarizlng this poster art from around the world should give en
couragement to all revolutionary end progressive artists, many of
whom are iaboring under the demoralizing hotlon that the rnasses
of people are not interested in revolutionary poMcs, including Iri
entertainmant. Such artists, whether educated at the finest art
schools In the country or educated in the streets, should take this
initial success as an encouragement to assault even Ihe museums
and galleries with their art, while stepping up the assault In and

i . from the streets, end with the revolutionary optimism that comes
~ from an understanding of the actual motion of the wheel of history, ;
prepare for revolution. -'1

Further Info on the show and future toiir plans may be pb-
tatned from the S.F. Poster Brigade, P.O. Bq^^428, San
Francisco, CA 94131

"The fairy cave on Lushan Mountain"—photo taken by our beloved comrade, Chiang Chlng.

cepied him and buried him." What this
doctor conveniently omitted is the fact
that the farally was never allowed to see
Ihe body—which was a policy thai the
coroners used in mosi of the cases!

In Jeffrey Malhis' case, another
possible switch, the Board of Medical
Examiners voted that Ihe skeletal re
mains were his. But the skull in ques
tion showed a definite pointed ap
pearance, which did not match Malhis'
look. The remains were found in under
brush that indicated the body had
decomposed in the fall. But Malhis had
disappeared in March of 1980.

Aside from this line of discussion, the
/? IP queried the medical examiner on the
question of any muliiation done to the
bodic,s. He said. "There was only one
young boy that came close to that. Part
of his icsiicles were gone. We determin
ed that was done by small animals."
The RW had reported on April 24 the
likelihood of castration in the murder
of Michael Mclniosh, whose body was
found in the river, and whose sex could
not immediately be dcierminwl, as well
as the vicious muiilailon of Angel
Lenair. But this is the first time that an
official has admitted, after two years of
adamantly insisting the opposite, (hat
there was anything wrong with the
bodies of the youth that would indicate
a racially motivated dcaih.

in order to fii neatly into this whole

package, the police have also made a
major change in their tactics this sum
mer. After months of a heavy police
presence in the Black neighborhoods,
much of this has been temporarily
removed. Most of the roadblocks have
come down, the 100 extra state
patrolmen in cars have been shipped
back to the rural highways, and the
"curfew violators" are rarely harassed,
even though the curfew will be extended
for another three months.

Pulling out the more obvious police
apparatus had everything to do with the
Williams arrest. After all, who would
have believed the story that the police
were there for the "investigation" any
more, if they stayed on after the in
vestigation folded? That would have
been an open admi.ssion that the cops
were there all along to enforce the
"order."

But the police in Allania arc siill (he
police. On August 19, the SWAT team
wa.s called out to help serve an arrest
warrant on an "uncooperative" Black
man—in an attack where the man's
door was pulled ol'f the liingcs by a tow
truck. He was dragged out of the apart
ment. This force was used for a
"suspect" who had been locked up in
jail at the time of the crime he was sup
posed 10 have committed. The scene
was sharp testimony to one of the
changes coming from the situation in

Atlanta—a further unleashing of the
police to run rampages, especially in
Black communities.

But the unleashing of reaction has
not been limited to the police. On July"
28, Norman Rutledge, a 29-ycar-old
Black Vietnam vet, was gunned down in
cold blood, one block from the Bowen
Homes housing project, a
neighborhood where .several of
Atlanta's murdered Black youth lived.
Rutledge was slain by three rounds of
.38 ammunition that were pumped into
his chest at close range by a white liquor
store owner who claimed that the Black
man "acted erratically." He died in
stantly. Almost as instantly the while
murderer (whose wet) known racist ver
bal abu.se against his Black customers
had finally boiled over into murder)
was released from jail on a SIOOO bond,
when Municipal Court Judge Lillle
reduced the charge from murder to in
voluntary manslaughter.
Meanwhile, the trial of Williams is

slated for October, Try as they may, it
will grt>w increasingly difficult for the
stale to obscure the glaring contradic
tions raised here and cl.sewherc. And
much more remains to be drug into
lighl. ~ I J
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Cnnlinued from pag« 7
One memo quotes Richard Nixon as
saying he wanted "that creep kicked
out of the country."
Finaliy, the Immigration and

Naturalization Service (INS), which has
a long and well known history of being
used as a tool of poHiical repression,
was brought into action. The govern
ment dredged up a 1968 marijuana
charge as the basis for instituting depor
tation proceedings against Lennon .as
an "undesirable alien." Deportation
proceedings and numerous other forms
of government harassment were pro
secuted with voracity until the general
chaos of the Watergate scandals
erupted. Only in 1976 did the INS for
mally drop proceedings against Len-
non. and since then, there had been
recurrent threats to revive them.
Lennon was by no means the only

cultural figure associated with the
movements of the 1960s and after who
came under this type of surveillance and
repression. A.J. Weberman, a left-wing
researcher, has detailed FBI flies on
Jim! Hendrix, Jim Morrison, Janis
Joplin, and others all of whom died
suddenly of what were alleged to be
drug overdoses with suicidal overtones,
in the case of each of these figures,
there has been '*speculation".that they
were murdered. Whatever did in fact
happen to these individuals, only one
who is ignorant of the crimes that have
been exposed—such as the COINTEL-
PRO campaign against the actress Jean
Seberg, a political supporter of 'the
Black Panther Party, which eventually
drove her to suicide—could dismiss
such "speculation" as ̂ 'bizarre."

Neither is it wise to accept the myth
that after the "tragedy of Watergate,"
the "excesses" of the COINTELPRO
era somehow vanished into thin air.
While the bourgeoisie in the mid-'70s
was in political retreat and reorganizing
after the defeat in Vietnam, the current
period of preparations for war with the
Soviet Union clearly requires the
unleashing of terroristic repression on a
far vaster scale. These are points that
the ruling class has made repeatedly
itself, with its tails to "unshackle" the

FBI and ClA; all this is well known,
and need not be reviewed here. The ex
ample of Gordon Liddy serves as a
rough rule of thumb: the "psychotic
Watergate criminal" of 1974 becomes a
talk show hero and author of a fascist
best seller in 1980.
So it is in this context that we must

examine the background and
movements of Mark David Chapman.

The World Travels of a "Lone Nut"

Chapman was born in Texas in 1955,
the son of an Air Force officer who
became an oil company executive and
banker. Chapman went to high school
in Georgia. While in high school, he
became associated with a conservative
"Jesus freak" movement: short hair,
suit and tie.

After high school, Chapman briefly
attended community college, then drop
ped out. Suddenly, he became very
heavily involved with the Young Men's
Christian Association (YMCA). After a
brief stint as a camp counselor. Chap
man, according to press accounts, was
"informed of a job in Beirut, Lebanon,
opening up a youth hostel." Beirut was
at that lime in the midst of an extremely
violent civil war. Whether it is
commonplace for the YMCA to suggest
to employees of a few weeks standing
that they fly across the world to "open
youth hostels" in the middle of a bat
tlefield, we do not know. In any case.
Chapman left for Beirut in June, 1975,
during the peak of the worst fighting.
He stayed . only a few weeks, then
returned. He claimed to be disap
pointed that the hostel scheme had pro
ved unworkable, but he did produce
cassette tapes He had made of machine
gun fire in the streets, which he played
for his acquaintances.
Chapman continued to work for the

YMCA—at a camp for Vietnamese
refugees set up at Fort Chaffee, Arkan
sas. He worked at the resettlement
camp ford months. After the camp quit,
admitting refugees. Chapman left Fort
Chaffee, and enrolled at a bible college
in Tennessee. But after one semester, he
"flunked out," supposedly suffering
from a drug problem.

Next, Chapman decided to take a
"security guard training course" in
Atlanta, Georgia, a course oriented
towards leaching proficiency in the use
of hand guns. After passing his pistol

firing test. Chapman engaged in a very
brief stint as a security guard in Atlan
ta.

Then, Chapman suddenly removed
himself to Hawaii.
Chapman is alleged to have attemp

ted suicide twice during this period. He
is on record as having been institu
tionalized at Castle Memorial Hospital
on the island of Oahu, where he also
held a job working in the prim shop.
But by 1978, he was sufficiently in com
mand of his emotions 10 travel to
Geneva, Switzerland for the World
Alliance conference of the YMCA.
There, he met David Moore, the YM
CA official who had debriefed Chap
man upon his return from Lebanon and
supervised his work at Fort Chaffee.

There followed what is described in
the press accounts only as an "around
the world sojourn."

In October, 1980, Chapman purchas
ed the snub nosed revolver he was to use
in the Lennon shooting. In early
November, he left Hawaii and travelled
to Atlanta, where he had first leariied
the "security guard" trade. From
Atlanta, he stopped briefly in New
York, where he cased the Dakota apart
ments. Then he returned to Hawaii.
Then he flew back again to New York,
arriving on December 6th.
Where did Chapman get the money

for this incredible travel itinerary? Not
from his father, who claimed that the
two had not spoken to each other since
1977,
As is well known, Chapmap spent his

entire time during his last trip to New
York planning, then carrying olil, the
assassination of John Lennon.
So what are we to conclude from this

account of Chapman's history, together
with the clear political implications of
the murder itself, the lenient treatment
accorded Chapman in court, his own
"loose lips sink ships" behavior—with
the corollary of an allegorical "state-
mem" justifying and poiiiically ex
plaining his act? Quite simple, accord
ing to the bourgeoisie: Chapman'.s
motive was "personal aggrandizement,
to draw attention to himself...";
Chapman, by carrying out the slaying,
was "serving as a defense against his
own suicidal wishes" and "killing
himself psychologically"; Chapman
was a "lone nut." Overlfinow

magazine, a publication of the Youth

International Party (YIPPIES) in its
January, 1981 commentary on the
murder, pointed out that "El Salvador
and Argentina may have their death
squads, but in the good old US of A the
acceptable idiom of political assassina
tion is'the tone nut.'" ,

While it is not our purpose here to
draw definite conclusions on the precise
forces instigating Chapman, on the
other hand the record as it stands leaves
the field of "contrived theories" and
"far our speculation" to those who
wish to argue that Chapman was really
nothing more than a lonely neurotic
mixed up kid.
Why would the.ruling class want to

murder John Lennon? li is really not
difficult to see why. Lennon's influence
on the mass movements which were at a
peak during his period of greatest ac
tivity was contradictory; a thorough
analysis of his role is well beyond the
.scope of this article. But, as we men
tioned above, the thing about Lennon
was that he stood in the eyes of many
millions, in a very general, even diffuse,
yet enduring sense, as an artist iden
tified with the spirit and the culture of
an era of unrest and rebellion in U.S.
society. The era known as "the '60s,"
of course, contained within it its own
sharp contradictions; certainly Lennon
manifested many of ihcm in his own life
and work. But his residual influence,
even in retirement, remained enormous.
When word came that he and Yoko
Ono were returning to active life, were
releasing a new album; and were plan
ning a world tour, there was quite a bit
of excitement in popular rock circles.

In brief, Lennon, exactly because of
the breadth and depth of his influence,
and his nearly universal identification
with an era the bourgeoisie desperately
needs 10 bury and rebury, each lime
"once and for ail," was a very logical
target, a very inviting target for the
"catcher In the rye." The coming strug
gle, the era we are already living, indeed
will be very different from the 1960s.
Bui that's exactly why the imperialists
are so afraid of and determined 10 blot
out everything that was dangerous to
them about that period. To boil it down
to a single sentence, what is most dif
ferent about the 1980s is that this time,
the imperialists really are "standing on
the edge of some crazy cliff"—and
nobody is going to be playing games. □

KMT
Continued from page 6

official government spokesman, while
defending the right of the garrison
command to interrogate people like
Chen, conceded that "We should im
prove the procedure because of this un'
fortunate incident."

What seems to be also involved here
is the triangular relationship between
the U.S., China and Taiwan. While re
visionist China and Taiwan are now
both pan of the U.S. bloc, the two
bourgeois regimes each have their own
narrow interests 10 push. Specifically,
Taiwan is demanding that the U.S. pro
ceed with the promised sale of advanced
FX jet fighters, which China strongly
opposes. There is general agreement
within the ruling circles about the neces
sity of keeping a tight grip to the leash
on both China and Taiwan, However,
there is disagreement over what specific
policies to pursue in order to best serve
the global interests of U.S. imperialism.
In this light, it is interesting to note that
in a signed article appearing in the New
York Times a few days before the hear
ing by the Subcommittee on Asian and
Pacific Affairs, Stephen Solarz, the
chairman of the very same committee*
argued about selling the FX to Taiwan
because "there is no reason to risk the
seriously adverse consequences in our
relationship with China — both
strategically and militarily—that could
ensue from such a transaction." At the
end of the hearing, Solarz called for
legislation to require Reagan to certify
that Taiwan does not engage in
"illegal" intelligence activity in the
U.S. before any arms sales are approv
ed. (Taiwan would certainly not go

along with this, since it would mean ad
mitting that they have engaged in such
activity.)

The attention drawn to Chen's death
by the U.S. (while they strove to keep it
from developing into a condemnation
of the U.S. role in supporting the
Taiwan regime), therefore, was very
possibly an effort by certain forces in
the ruling circles who tend to emphasize
the "China" side of the triangle to

make it difficult for "pro-Taiwan"
forces to push through the FX .sale and
a general upgrading of diplomatic rela
tions with Taiwan.

But whatever the intentions of U.S.
imperialism, Chen's murder has already
touched off considerable anger and ac
tivity among ihcanii-KMT forces in the
U.S. In July, there were demonstrations
in Houston, Taipei's'sister city, and in
Los Angeles, where one woman was ar-
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rested for splaiiering the Taiwan vi.sa
office with bags of red paint, fn Pitts
burgh, hundreds of Taiwanese attend
ing Chen's memorial service with paper
bags over their heads to prevent being
identified fa y KMT agents reminded
many of the demonstrations by Iranian
students in this country before the
demise of the Shah. May CIA/KMT
suffer the same fate as CiA/SAVAK! D
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Death-
Dance
Continued Trom page 11

This Shaman was a very strong man.
He had his own mob; they were carry
ing knives and weapons. And in 1953
when the coup d'etat happened, actual
ly there are documents that some people
had knives and clubs in one hand and in
the other hand they had dollars which
weren't even exchanged into Iranian
money while they staged the coup. They
just distributed these dollars to these
mobs led by Shaman the Brainless—
that's the name the Iranian people have
given him. So they did the same dirty
work that the Hesboliahi are presently
doing right now in Iran.)
Shaman the Brainless and other

backward reactionary elements went to
work, but their initial plan on the Idth
of August was aborted. Shah fled the
country. Once again the reactionaries
were able to organize and hundreds of
knife-wielding and ciub-wielding mobs
hit the streets. Right on the spot they"
shot everybody and as 1 said on the [6th
of .August, 1953 their initial coup was at
that time aborted and three days later ■

Kermit Roosevelt and the rest of the
U.S. agems, who were In hiding operat
ing very near to the U.S. embassy and
also inside the present U.S. embassy in
Tehran—well, there is no present em
bassy in Tehran—they operated this
coup d'etat and they brought back the
Shah on the I9ih of August, 1953. Seve
ral hundred people were machine-gun
ned by the roving mtlitai7 tanks. In a
few hours the Shah was returned and

several thousand progressive people
were jailed and several dozen commu
nists were executed immediately. The
bloody hand of imperialism, particular
ly U.S. imperialism, the main general of
the coup, was everywhere.
By now thousands had been shot to

death or gunned down. People of Iran,
even the most believing, began to taste
the democracy American-style. The
coup and the open vicious murder by
the Eisenhower administration was not

the only gift to the Iranian people. In
ternationally, in 1954, Iran participated
in the Baghdad Pact financed and un
derwritten by U.S. imperialism to encir
cle the ihcn-socialist Soviet Union. The
members of this military pact which
was later renamed CENTO were Iran,
Iraq, Turkey and Britain.
In order to have a modern and organ

ized network of suppression to keep the
Iranian masses in line, as though the
above plan and plot were not enough,
SAVAK, a network of torture and bar
barism, was established by the dose
supervision and the generous helping
hand of the U.S. So, during Eisenhow
er's adminisirarion major things hap
pened. First, the coup d'etat and the
suppression of the Iranian masses. Sec
ond, the establishment of this network
of torture. The third thing was that Iran
participated in a pact which was design
ed by U.S. imperialism to encircle the
Soviet Union which was still a socialist
country.

During Mr. Kennedy's presidency we
were gifted with the White Revolution.
The main component of the U.S.-de-
signed reform was land reform which
destroyed the self-sufficient agricijllure.
No longer was the Iranian peasantry
able to feed themselves. Iran kept on
importing the most basic food items
from the imperialist countries and ex
changed its oil revenue for military
hardware and these basic items. More
and more Iran was dependent on U.S.
imperialism. The impCTialisi prostitute
media praised the Shah for his laclful-
ness, and the propaganda never stopped
for two years about these reforms and
the White Revolution. But soon this
phony land distribution bore its fruit
and the peasants were far worse off
than before. In 1963 the economic con
ditions gave rise to a big uprising in
Tehran and other major cities. The
Shah's army shot and killed ! 5.000 peo
ple and injured several thousand. At
this lime Khomeini was sent to exile.

During the Nixon era, we were gifted
with the Nixon Doctrine, it simply
meant that local puppets performed the
dirty work ofU.S. imperiaii.sm for their

masters. In Iran it meant the suppress
ion of the PFLO. the Popular Front for
the Liberation of Oman, by the fascist
Shah of Iran. This butcher launched

30,000 troops to Oman to annihilate
and crush the armed struggles of the
Omani people. This plan corresponded
to the Nixon Doctrine of Vielnamiza-
tion. The U.S. rulers were facing sharp
opposition here at home by the Ameri
can people. So they planned a direct
slaughter of the Vietnamese masses by
the Vietnamese, and likewise, the Oma-
nis by the Shah's reactionary troops,
rather than direct U.S. involvement.
Mr. Ford picked up where Mr. Nixon

left off. Mr. Ford gifted (he Iranian
people with the Resurrection Party, a
single fascist party in which every Iran
ian had three choices; to join this fascist
party, to go to jail or to leave the coun
try. Of course, leaving (he country was
not for the masses of Iranian people
even if they could afford it. It was basi
cally for those Iranians who were pro-
different wings of the U.S. bourgeoisie,
like those who were supporting, let's
say, Kennedy, and they were not in the
same league with, say. Ford or the Re
publican administration; they had their
own differences. Of course, they didn't
have any contradiction in exploiting the
Iranian masses, neither President Ford
nor Mr. Kennedy. Neither of them had
any contradiction as far as that was
concerned.

At this time the Shah was enjoying an
immense revenue from oil, and this stu
pid reactionary idiot thought he could
buy himself a mass base with this reve
nue. Therefore, the Resurrection Party
was his answer to the explosive .situa
tion in Iran. Traditionally after each
president came to office ihcy invited
different puppets to assign them their
role and dictate the policies of their ad
ministration. Suppression of the mass
es, execution of revolutionaries, depen
dency on the U.S. to its ultimate limit
was the common demand of every pre
sident and their faithful lackey. Shah.
During "Mr. Human Rights"
presidency the Iranian people suffered
probably the most. Today there are
hundreds of maimed little children

whose arms, fingers or legs have been
cut before the eyes of their parents by
SAVAK in order to force the parents to
talk or 10 recant their revolutionary ac
tivities. Unfortunately 1 didn't bring
some of these pictures, but I'm sure if
you have been following the news, espe-,
cially a couple of months after the Feb
ruary revolution in Iran, there was a
tremendous number of pictures of chil
dren who didn't have hands or legs be
cause they had been tortured by the
reactionary regime.
Hundreds of adults were being toast

ed barbarically by the U.S.-trained
SAVAK. These are all documented
facts and U.S. imperialism should be
put on the Mass Proletarian Tribunal
for its war crimes. The people of the
world are longing for the day when the
people's justice will prevail. People
have to avenge and will avenge the
blood of Lumumba, Fred Hampton,
Dami&n Garcia, Malcolm X and mil
lions of other revolutionaries, whether

it be Palestinians, Vietnamese or the
people of El Salvador.
Now it would be worth mentioning a

couple of examplc-S of how foreign na
tionals are bring treated in this land of
freedom and democracy. I'll cite two
examples which have been witnessed by
several Iranians in this very Chicago. In
a  typical rally and demonstration
against the reactionary regime of the
Shah and his master, U.S. imperialLsm,
in a nol-so-typical neighborhood in
Chicago—it was a very high-class
neighborhood in Chicago—we had this
demonstration against the Shah's fo
reign mini-sier who was visiting: and we
were supposedly and legally allowed to
demonstrate and use a bullhorn. In this
not-so-typical Chicago neighborhood
our bullhorn was confiscated. They
said. "You are di-siurbing the peace."
Two female marshalls asked the police,
the instruments of oppression, if any of
liieir imperialist laws were violated.
They threatened that if we didn't break
up the rally right away, everybody
would be arrested. We continued our
demonstration and wiihoui any reason,
except for the Imperialist one, the two
were snatched off the demonstration
line and the cops threw them into the
paddy wagon. The sergeant addressed

The next hearings of the Moss Proletarian War Crimes
Tribunal of U.S. Imperialism wilt be held in:
Atlanta, September 17,18 and 19
and

New York City, October 23,24 and 25

To participate in the tribunal or tor more Information
contact the Notional Ottice of the Tribunal at:

War Crimes Tribunal

249 W. 18th St.

New York City, NY 10011

Telephone: 212-228-5231

his men to take them for a ride, by
which we did not know what he meant.
Our arrested comrades said later that
the paddy wagon would speed up and
ail of a sudden come to a sharp stop,
throwing their handcuffed bodies
around the waits of the wagon. This so-
called "ride" to the station, which was
only three or four minutes away, took
more than 40 minutes and caused se

rious injuries, including a fracture of
the head and the ankle of one of them.

They needed immediate medical atten
tion. One of them was not taken to the
hospital at all and the unconscious body
of the other comrade was carried out
after two hours to the hospital. Our
comrades said they felt very much at
home under the murderous regime of
(he Shah in this land of democracy and
freedom.

In another incident 200 demonstrat
ing students were once again arrested
without reason. Even the police and
FBI and secret agents later admitted
that they couldn't fabricate anything
but that we had to be punished for ex-

. posing the murderous Shah and his
masters. So, immigration wa.s called in
to check our papers. Among us there
were some American comrades who

had to go through proving that their
papers were okay. For several hours in
hot summer weather, the heaters' of the
police wagons were turned on. Intense
heal made several people throw up. We
could go on and on and die numerous
examples to show the justice and demo
cracy in this land of the free and the
home of the brave. Other comi^ades
could give their personal experiences in
other cities to indict and put on trial
U.S. imperialism.
The third example happened two

day.s ago which everybody has heard of,
the so-called hostage-taking in the Iran
ian embassy in Washington, D.C. The
true story is that 61 supporters of the
Mojahadcen organization, which is a
revolutionary organization, had a 6-day
hunger strike ending August 4th, pro
testing the execution of Saadati, a lead
ing member of Mojahadecn. The fol
lowing day they were surrounded and
arrested by the fascist police of New
York, and all of them were arrested for
disturbing the peace in their own home.
Immigration and the police conspired
and collaborated and rushed to their
residence at seven o'clock in the mor
ning. These people decided they wanted
to continue their hunger strike in jail
when they were arrested. The next day
about 25 (supporters of Mojahadcen in
Washington, D.C.) went to the Alge
rian embassy section, which Is allocated
to Iranian affairs, to protest the arrest
of lhe.se people who were not giving
their names out. When they were there
they definitely smastied everything they
could get their hands on and they put
the slogans, as you might have seen,
"Down with Khomeini and the roac-
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tionary regime." which is responsible
for killing the Iranian people, especially
Mojahadcen. Therefore, as they were
leaving, one of the pro-Khomeini forces
in the embassy started shooting. In the
media there was no mention of how the

incident happened, (hat this demonstra
tion was basically a protest against the
execution of Saadati, leader of the Mo
jahadcen. All they said is that these
Iranians have stormed the embassy and
have taken some people hostage. Pre
sently the U.S. government, in collabo
ration with the Iranian regime, is trying
to send these people immediately back

. home. From the experience we have,
what happened to two of the supporters
of the Mojahadcen, who .were in Ger
many and were active, as soon as they
landed in Tehran airport, they were
taken and tliey were executed immedi
ately. They are going to deport these
people which also means ihey will pro
bably be facing the same fate.
The case of those 12 Mojahadcen

girls who were 12-18 (years old) should
also be presented here to .show the colla
boration and direct help of U.S. impe
rialism. Any revolutionary, any people
who talk -about revolution in Iran to
day. are being threatened with death.
And U.S. imperialism is very, very hap
py about what is happening right now
in Iran because the most revolutionary
people in Iran right now are being exe
cuted and are bring wiped out. This is
something the United States and the So
viet Union are very, very much happy
about because for both of them the

more revolutionaries that are executed
and wiped out the happier they will be,
and they will be able to stage and bring
the type of government, a fascist gov
ernment, they want, to power. Right
now things are working for the regime
very, very good. They really like it
because the reactionary regime right
now is executing and killing these Iran
ian people. They don't even mind kill
ing children as young as 9 years old.
The minister of justice, which is indeed
the minister of torture and execution,
has said that 9-year-olds are mature
enough and they know what they arc
doing. Definitely, three.girls knew .what
they were doing, ihey were going to
bring the present fascist regime of lran
down.

So, these 12 girls, without even ask
ing or knowing their namtn the judge
gave them to the firing squad and they
were shot. They asked what were ihcir
names and the girls said, "Mojahed,"-
which means combatant, and (they .ask
ed) the son or the daughter of—they
usually ask these questions in court—
and the girls said, "The people of
Iran." and the fascists ordered them
shot.

But hundreds of these youlli. accord
ing to reliable sources, have picked up
guns. And they are ready. □
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These documents contain basic principles and general guidelines for the
struggle ail the way to worldwide classless society, communism. But from
this perspective they are written especially with the immediate situation in
mind. This is a battle plan for a period in which great challenges and great
revolutionary possibilities are on the order of the day in this country and the
whole world.

These documents have been weapons in preparation since March 1980. At
that time they were published as drafts for discussion and have been widely
circulated. They have since been the subject of debate and discussion both
within the Party and more broadly in the pages of the Revolutionary Worlcer.
This process included comments and criticisms from comrades international
ly as well. In this way, the drafts have been greatly strengthened, particularly
in their proletarian internationalist character. Now, having been approved by
the Central Committee of the Party, the final versions have been made public.
These are documents whose vision is worldwide and lofty, and at the same

time which pose immediate challenges and give our Party's basic answer to
the urgent situation facing the people of the whole world, including the
masses of this country. Not only are the problems addressed, but so too are
the basic solutions offered by the road of proletarian revolution.

With the publication of these documents, our Party calls on people to take
them up and invites individuals and groups broadly to engage in serious
discussion with us about them. Write us, meet with us—unite with us to carry
them out.

New Programme and New Constitution of the
Revolutionary Communist Party, USA.
$3.00 (include $.50 postage)

RCP Publications
P.O. Box 3-186

Chicago. iL 60654

Published as a separate pamphlet

New Constitution
Contains a section on the General Line

of the RCP, USA and 11 Articles

Article 1

to join the
Revolutionary

Communist Party,
USA?

New Constitution

$.75 (include $.50 postage)

Any proletarian or any other person involved in the revolutionary struggle who
accepts the Constitution of the Party, is committed to working actively in a Party
organization, to carrying out the Party's decisions and to observing Party discipline and
paying Party membership dues, may become a member of the Revolutionary Communist
Party. USA,

Those who join the Party should be fearless In the face of the enemy and dedicated
in the cause of the proletariat. They should expect and be prepared for persecution,
imprisonment and murder at the hands of the enemy, and not a soft job, a comfortable
position and a career. But beyond that, they must be guided by the largeness of mind
characteristic of the proletariat, study energetically and actively apply the science of
Marxism-Leninism and be prepared to go against any fide that is opposed to Marxism-
Leninism, be vanguard figfiters among the masses and be ready to take up any post,
fulfill any task that serves the revolution, not only in the particular country but
internationally. The Party must be made up of people whose lives are devoted to the
revolutionary struggle of the international proletariat and the achievement of its historic
mission: worldwide communism.

from the New Constitution
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